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An algorithm is described that performs the task of drawing equal-
level conto_rs on a plane, which requires interpolation in two
dimensions based on data prescribed at points distributed irreg-
ularly over the plane. _he approach is described in detail. The




The _raphical presentation of experimentally or
theorotica]ty generated data sets frequently involves the con-
struction of contour plots. Consider a dependent v,_riable z that
is a function of two independent variables x and y: z = f(x,y).
The functional form f is not known. It is assumed that f is a
single-valued function of x and y. By measurements or calcula-
tions, the value of z is obtained at a set of N discrete points.
The data may be presented in _raphical form in terms of conto_|rs
of equal value of z on the x-y plane. To construct st:oh contours,
it is necessary to interpolate the values of z between the nre-
scribed data points. In general, these data l_ints may be dis-
tributed irregularly over the x-y plane. This report describes
an algorithm developed to construct contour plots for such cases.
The computer program that implements the al_orithm is documented
and listed.
I. I Poser iption o_ tile Apt)roach
The data .,re _)z'escribed at a set or" N points <listrib_tL,d
iErequIar'Iy over the x-y plane: Zn" Xn' Yn foz u=[ to N. In
order to pe_'form the inte_nolation, the _oints on the x-y !-_lane
are connected by straidht line se_Iments, to form a set of t_:_-
angeles with a convex boundary (£iqure l). Then the data can be
o:
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FigureI, Constructionof the contours
interpolated over the odae& of the triangles. To construct the
contour for the value Z, all pointson the edges where, z=Z are
located. Finally, these points are connected to form the z=Z
contour. With the triangulation algorithm described here, the
interpolation aloncT the edges often involves wide]y separated
points on the x-y olane. _n such a case, linear ir'torpolation
between the end ooints of the edge is mILike[y to ,_roduce a
smooth contour, llence, it is usually necessary to smooth the
data, by using a least-squared-error _It of the data to a hi-
variable polynominal for z=f(x,y). ':'henthe inter.nolatlon
along the edges is performed usin_ thls functional form. rt is
also posgible to use some standard technique to draw a smooth
curve through the inter_lated noints on the ed_le_ of the tri-
an,Ties. In summary, the al_orithm involves four basic steps:
(a) triangulation of the p].ane: (b) smoothing of the data.
(c) interpolation along the edges- and (d) drawing the contouvs.
The first stop is trianqulation of the plane, There are
N data polnt3 xn an_! \,n. The trianL1uIation w[l I be described by
nn array that identifies the two end!points of each od_e, arid an
array that identifies the three vortices of L,acb tri,_n_,.,. At
each sta_e in the procedure, the_'_e,ire,a set of points that
define (in order) a boundary,, inside which the trianqles have
been identified. At the start, all the dat_ points are outside
the boundary, and no _<_,'intson the boundary h_ve been located.
The last data point and the dat3 point c],.os_;f::to it ,,:-_,used to
start the procedure: they are the initial boundary points, and
are no longer in the set of oolnts outside the boundary, one
edge has been identified. Thereafter, the algorithm proceeds
by marching around the boundary, examining points outside the
boundary relative to a boundary edqe. The objective is to
Identi_y a ,oint that together with the boundary edge will
form a new triangle. The criteria for locating such a point
are that it be closest to the boundary edge and that there b_
no other points within the resulting triangle. These criteria
are satisfied by locatina the point such that the oarameter n
is minimized, where D equals the sum of the distances from the
ooint to the two end points of the boundary edge. The points
examined in this manner are those on the boundary, immediately
adjacent to the boundary edge beina considered_ as well as the
points outside the boundary. From the points outsid_ the
boundary it is necessary to exclude any for which the resulting
triangle would overlap the triangles already identified
(within the boundary), which requires two tests. First, relative
to the boundary edge there is a side within the boundary. The
straight line formed _y the boundary edge and its extensions to
infinity divides the x-y Diane into two half-planes. AI!
points that are either on this line or in the half-plane corre-
spondinq to within the boundary are immediately excluded.
Second, the point identified as closest to the boundary edge is
examined to determine whether the two new edges of the resulting
triangle would pass through any of the boundary, inside which
the trianqles have been identified. At the start, all the data
ooints are outside the boundary, and no points on the boundary
have been located. The last data noint and the data point
closest to it are used to start the procedure: they are the
initial boundary points, and aro no lonqer in the set of.points
outside the boundary_ one edge has been identified. Thereafter,
the algorithm proceeds by marchin_ around the boundary, examining
_oints outside the boundary relative to a boundary edge. "he
objective is to identify a -oint that toqether wit|,the boundary
edge will form a new triangle. The criteria rot locatin_ such
a point are that it be closest to the boundary eddieand that there
be no other points within the resultin_ trianqle. These criteria
are satisfied by locating the point such that the parameter D is
minimized, where D equalu the sum of the distances from the r_oint
to the two end t_ointsof the boundary ed_e. The points examined
in this manner are those on the boundary, immediately adjacent to
the boundary edge bein_ considered- as well as the points outside
the boundary. From the points outside the boundary it is
necessary to exclude any t'orwhich the _esu[tin_ triangle wouhl
overlap the t:-ian_[esalready identified (within the boundary'),
which requires two tests. First, relative to the boundary e_|cle
there is a side within the boundary,. The strai,lhtline formed
by the boundary edge and its extensions to infinity divides the
x-y plane into two half-Planes. All points that are either on
this line or in the ha|f-plane corresoondin_ to within the
boundary are inu,ediate[v excluded. Second, the point identified
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qas closestto theboundaryedgeis examinedto determinewhether
the two new edges of the resultlnq triangle would pass through
any of the other edges on the boundary (whichmay haDpen if the
boundary is concave). If so, the point is excluded. When a
noint has been successfully found from amonq the 9oints outside
the boundary, a new triangle and two new edqes have been identi-
fied; a new boundary point is inserted between the two current
boundary points being considered (hence two new ]_undary edges
replace the old edge); and the point is no lonqer outside the
boundary. When a _oint has been successfully found from amonq
the adjacent boundary _oints, a new triangle and one new edce
has been identified_ and the middle boundary point is no lonqer
on the boundary (hence the new boundaryedge re_laced the two
old edoes). This procedure continues, marchinq around the
boundary,until there are no more points outside the boundary.
The boundary may be concave at this stage, however, so the
procedure still continues, examininq adjacent boundary points
relative to each boundary edge until the boundary is completely
convex, that completes the triangulation. The end points of all
ed_leshave been identified. For the interpolationprocedure it
is necessary then to identify those edqes that form the boundary.
To draw the contours, the four other edges tha_ form the two tri-
anqles on either side o£ each edqe must be identified as well.
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The followinc relationships are useful. Let P = number
of data points, E = number o_ edges, T = number o[ triangles,
and B = number of boundary noints or edges. Then
½+ (B+ I}
so T = 2(v- i)- B
E = 3(P- i) - s
E- T = p- 1
The minimum number of boundary points Bmin = 3 gives the maximum
number o_ triangles and edges: T = 2P-5 and Ema x = 3P-6.max
The maximum number of boundary points is Bma x = P, which gives:
= P-2 and E = 2P-3.
Tmin min
•he triangulation depends only on the x and y coordinates
o_ the data nointsr hence it is the same for all dependent var-
iables. The remaining steps depend on the dependent variable as
well.
The second step in the alaorithm is smoothin01of the data
for z. This step is optJonal_ and doe_ not depend on the tri-
angulation. The z-surface is fitted to a nolynomial of the f_rm-
_. I L i j
z = _ =:T0cijx yi=O j
where
K - maximum (I,J)
L = minimum (K-i,J)
The innutearametersI and J definethe hlghestpowersin the
polynomial. '."hecoefficientsci_ are obtainedfroma least-
s{luarederror fit of this functionz to the actualdata z, at
the set of N data points. Then the polynomialis used to
evaluatea new set of z valuesat the data ooint. This set or
smoothedvaluesof the dependentvariablereplacestheoriginal
data in the interoolationalgorithm, The errorof the smoothed
data is definedas:
i [ N Znnew):] %
= (z -
'" N n_[ "old
The third step is interpolation alunq the edges. The
contour value Z is specified. Then each edqe is examined to
deternine whether zI _ Z _i.z2 where zI and z2 are the values o£
the dependent variable at the end points of the edge. If so,
then there _s a point on the edge where z = Z_ hence this is a
point on the required contour. This point is obtained by linear
interpolation between the end points if the data has not been
smoothed. I£ the data has been smoothed, the fitted polynomial
is used to evaluate z along the edge and hence locate the point
where z = Z. The result o£ the interpolation procedure _s a
set o£ points on the x-y nlane where z --.Z, and the edges on
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which these points are located.
The fourth step is drawing the Contour for z = Z. The task
is to convert the inuerpolated points in the proper order. The
contour will consist of one or mo_'e lines that _._itherstart ind
end at a boundar', edc_e, or are closed curves. There can only
be one contour through a triangle. The procedure starts by
searehina the list of interpolated points for one that lies on
a boundary edge. There are two outer edg,":"that form a triangle
with this boundary edge, which were identified in the triangula-
tion algorithm. '?he contoui" must nass throuc1h one., and only one
of these edaes. So the list of Interpolated _oints is searched
_or the point that lif,s on one o£ these two edges. There are
four edges (identified in the tri,ln_ulatlon algorithm} that form
two trianqles with one ed<_e on which this second point Lies.
The list of interpolated T_oints is searched for the po_:nt that
lies on one of these four edges. (There will be only one such
point in the list: one from each of the two trian_l[L_s,_nd _ne
of these will be the previous :_oint on the contour.) 'Phe _ro-
cedure continues search_nu _or _oints [n thi.s f_qshion unt i1
another boundary _oint is reached. Then ] contour Iine ,_s
drawn throu_h these ooints, in the order located. _'he_rocedut-e
is repeated until there are no more -_oints in the list that lie
on boundary ed_eso If there are _till interpolated :_oints that
have not been used, there must be a contour segment that forms
a closed curve. One el the remainin_ points is _icked as a
10
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startingpoint, and the above procedureis followeduntilthis
startinqpoint is encounteredagain. Then a contourline is
drawn throughthesepoints,in the order located. The procedure
is repeateduntilall the interpolatedpointshave been used.
The desired contours are specified in terms of a base value
z and an increment _z, so the contour value is Z = zo + nAz
o
where n is any integer (positive, negative, or zero). The
interpolation and contour drawing steps are repeated for every
such Z that lies within the ranqe of the data.
The computer program described here does not include the
graphics software. The user must supply the subroutine that is
called to draw the contour on the particular graphics device
being used for the output.
1.2 Summary of Component Modules
The above procedures are computationally independent steps
in the process. For this reason, each procedure is self-
contained within separate subroutine modules. One master sub-
routine is called by the user program and it,in turn, controls
and sequences the execution of the procedures described above.
The master _ubroutine also accepts, by means of an argument list,
the date and parameters that the user supplies for the procedure.
In addition, the user supplies a subnoutine foe graphics output
ii
of the contour lines as they are qenerated.
The modular approach allows flexibilityin modifying the
algorithm for certain applications- In cases where the x-Y
data points define a reqular or predetermined _Irid on l:l_e
plane, it may be desirable to replace the triangulation sub-
routine with a specific procedure for the known distribution of
points. ThiS replacement will often increase the execution speed
substantially- _n other cases, there may be a large number of
data points given and the function values may be _eqular enough
to allow for a linear interpolationover many triangle edges.
For such a case, the smoothing option would not be exercised and
the procedure for the surfacc curve fitting could be deleted
altogether. This wou£d result in a substantial savings in object
time program size.
There are other variations which may be used to modify the
method for the Du_DOS_ Of ceducin_ object time storage require-
ments or increasing execution speed, mhese modifications are
discussed later in SeCtion "7.
The remainder of this section is composed of a short
description of each component module. Figure 2 presents a
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Fi:;ure2. Program Heirarchy Diaqram
CNTLNS
This is the subroutine accessed by the users _allinq proqram
for drawing contour lines of constant zc for some set of data
defininq z = f(x,y). C._ITIoNSis supl,lied with tileknown values
of x,y and z, several computational parameters, and a |ist o_
constant z values for which contours are to be cal_ulated and
drawn. There must be at least ] triplets of x-y-z points and
no duplicate points are allowed. The function z = f(x,y) must
be single valued.
TRIANG
Called by CNTLNS. This subroutine constructs the convex
polygon of triangles from the x-y data.
MIDDLE
Function subpro_;ram used by TRIANG. This routine ,;[nds the
middle value of three known inte_lervalues.
SMSRF
Called by CNTLNS. Performs least-square smoothing1o.f the
z-surface. The smoothin_ is an optional procedure.
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LLSOF
Called by SMSRF. This [s a utility module taken from the
International Mathematical and Statistical Library (IMSI,).
I,I,SOFis used to solve a linear least-squaresproblem. It
solves for the solution vector X of the general problem
AX = B, whore A is the coefficien£ matrix and B is the ri_lht
hand solution vector. LLSQF is a proprietary prod|ram;[,LSOFor
its equival_nt must be obtained by the user.
[NTERP
Called by CNTI,NS. Performs linear or non-linear interpolation
over the trian_lu eddiesfor constant contour values.
POLYX2
Function subprogram used by [NTHRP to evalu,ltethe noIynomla[s
obtained in SMSR_'for values on tri.ln_ILeed,]es.
CNTOUR
Called by CNTLNS. Reorders interrz_lated points into prouer
contour lines. Both closed and omen contours are accommodatL_d.
CNTOUR calls a user supt)lied Subroutine to draw th ; contour" line.






Called by CNTLNS. If the user specifies a base value and
increment scheme for defining Zc (as described later), then
this routine is used to verify that z is within the range ofo
the known data. If not, Z° is incrementedor decremented by
_Z until Z° is in the proper rancle.
CNTCRV
Called by CNTOUR. This is the user sunplied subroutine used to
draw the contour on the _raphics device.
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2.0 MASTER SUBROUTINE
The subroutineCNTLNS is the u_er'sapplicationprogram
contactwith the contoursoftware. Its primaryfunctionis to
check _or errorsand, based on user inputparameters,control
and 9roperlysequencethe callsto othermoduleswhich perform
the computationaltasks. After all requestedcontourshave been





Xn = the list of independent variable values for the fuJ._ction
z = f(x_.,)for n = 1 to N
Y = the list of independent variable values for the functienn
z = f(x,y) for n --1 to N
"n = the list of dependent variable values for the function
z = t(x,y) for n :_[ to N
N = the rankleof N for the x,y and z lists
.[SMOPT= smoothing option parameter
= 0 for no smoothing
0 then t_hefunction z = f(x,y) is smoo_:hedby means of
a least squared error curve fit
IF.XP = hfqhest order of the smoothin_ polynomial for x if
ISMOPT e 0
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JE:'P - highest order of the smoothing polynomial _or Y if
ISMOP_!' # 0
(The dimension C in the program must be at least
(K+I)(L+I-%K) where K - mln(I,J) and L = max(l,J).)
NCNTRS s the number o_ contours of constant Z to be generated,
and NCNTRS < _0. If NCNTRS < 0, then the program will
determine constant Z values to process from the relatlon
Zc - Z° + n_Z
where Z = constant Z value
€ = contour base valueZo
._Z= incrementvalue
CLISTj - If I < NCNTRS < 50, then CLIST is the list of constantZ val_es(Z_)_orwhichcontourswillbe generated,for
j=l tO NCNT_S.
If NCNTRS < 0, then CLIST(1) is taken to be Zo and AZ =
CLIST(2)•
Returnarguments:
EPSLON = the error c, introduced by the smoothing if ISMOPT # 0.
IERR = return error flag
= 0 for no errors
= 1 for N<3 or N_MAXPTS where MAXPTS is the maximum number
of x,y,z triplets allowed
= 2 for invalid IEXP and/or JEXP values if ISMOPT _ 0
(Note -
IERR is 2 if the number of coefficients reSultin_
from IKXP and JEXP is greater than _XCOF or greater
than N, the number of points under consideration)
(Where MAXPTS is the dimension N, and MAXCOF is the


















For the array dimensions gzven above, and for all array dimensions
used in this document, the following definitions af_ply.
N = the maximum number of data points to be processed
C - the maximum nlunberof coefficients to be used for
smoothina
E = 3N-6 = the maximum number of triangle edges produced
by the trianaulation o£ N points
T = 2N-5 = the maximum number of triangles DL-oducedby
the triangulation of N points.
2.2 Description of Alclorithm
Fiqures 3a and 3b present a block diagram of tbt,_udule CNTLNS.
The functionsof parts A to M are as follows:
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Figure3a. Blocknla_ramof CNTLNS,Parts A to P




(B) _('_II stlbroutin_7_TRIANG to




(D) £'heck requested exponent |
values _or errors. I!
1
(F} L'tllI subroutine S_SRF to l




Figure 3b. Block Diaaram of CNTLNS, t_artm (_ to M
YES(¢,)
V
i _:all subroutine CllVCIIK to ;ei
i verify that base value i_ i
(ll) within ranqe_ reset if '
nocessa r'/.
{ '








.'all subroutine CNTOtIR tO
(L) i sort point.g on the contour |
tline :Ind draw it. J
I
YES 1_ ----- ---I
2l
(A) Initialize local variables and check input argumentsforerrors
MAXCOF = 23, MAXPTS = 500
IERR = 0
E = 0.0
i_ N.,3 or N>MAXPTS _ot0
(B) Callsubroutineto triangulatetheX-Ydata
CALL TRIANG(X,Y,N,LEDGES,IE,IRE,ITE)
(C) If smoothing option is off (equal to zero) then skip
-,roundsections D and F_
iX I SHOPT = O, 0_
(D) Else, check the requested exponents for errors
if IEXP<O
or JEXP<0, _(998_
I-'[ = IEXP+I, Jl = JEXP+_.J
NMIN = minimum of I1, J1
NMAX = maximum of If, J1
if Jl>II then NC = (IEXP.I)*(JEXP+I)_ IEXP/2)
Jl_I1 then NC = (JEXP.I)*_LIEXP+I- JEXP/2)




(E) Call subroutine to smooth the data for the functionZ=_ (X,Y)
Call SMSRF .(X,Y, Z,ZNEW,N,IEXP,JEXP,NCOEF,COEF,IPOWR,JPOWR)
If there were no errors in the smoothing process, calculate
the epsilon value -- the normalized error
iF_NCOEF<0 qoto(120_
for k = 1 to N
_. = + (Zk - ZNE_.:k)
ZNEWk Zk
(F) Determine the range of the Z data under consideratJo_,i,
The minimum and maximum values o_ Z determines the Contour




r k = 2 to N
IN = minimumof ZMIN,Zk
X = maximumof ZMAX,Zk
(C,) Brancharoundthe next sectionif the contourlist is given,




@ if NCNTRS - 0 gotO__ll CBVCHK (CLIST(I'F,CLIST(2),ZMIN,ZMAX,CLNEW)
(I) Determinethe (next)contourconstantvalue.
K =K+IZCON = (K) (FN) (CLIST(2)) + CLIS_I)
if ZCON>ZMIN an_-_CON_ZMAX qoto/15_
 N. o.og to(300 tJ
FN =-i.0
K = K+ I /'_
if K>NCNTRS goto_ZCON = CLIST_K--_-
If ZCON<ZMIN or ZCON_ZMAX goto_! _
(J) Call subroutine INTERP to interpolate
(K) contour points for constant Z
G INTERP (X,Y ZgEW,ZCOM,LEDGES,iE,IEXP,JEXP,ISMOPT_LAT'BDA,
CALL
I, ETA, J, EF, IpOWR. JPOHR, NCOEF, N)
#







2.3 De.scription off Subroutine CBVCHK
This subroutine is called by CNTLNS after the Z data ran_le
has been determined. CBVCHK will check the _;ivenv,llueof the
contour base vai.,_ (Zo) to verily that it is within the _-an_le
of the data. If not, the base value is shifted by the given
increment (_Z) until ZMTN'-'Zo'_ZMAX, and the shifted value of Zo
assumes the new reset value. This verification and m-esettin_1
of Z is o_ten useful for cases in which the given basu value iso
only a quess by the user and the _anqe of the Z d._tam._ynot b_
known in advance. The arqument list _.orCBVCIIKis established as
£oI1ows•
CALL CBVCHK (ZZERO,DELZ,ZMIN,ZMAX,ZZ}'EW)
Where Z and AZ are the selected base and incrementvalues for
o
selecting the constant values of Z for the contours, Z'IIN,_nd
ZMAX are the data rankleas calculated in C.,TL.IS."nuw
return, the base value which £a[Is between ZHIN and ZMAX and -._a'/
or may not be equal to Zo.
24
3.0 TRIANGULATION SUBROUTINE
The subroutine TRIANG performs the triangulation, as
described in Section 1. This subroutine uses the function
middle.
3.1 Description of Ar@ument List
CALL TRIANG (XD,YD,N,L,E,BE,TE)
The triangulation algorithm is supplied with a set of N
data points (Xi,Yi), i=l to N. The coordinate pairs are to be
connected by straight lines to form the triangles. The
procedure input consists of:
XD(i) - the list of abscissa values
YD(i) = the list of corresponding ordinates
N = the range of i; the number of points
in the x and y lists
The subroutine output consists of a set of index pointers
defining each triangle edge, each boundary edge of the final
polygon, and indices of adjacent edges to each triangle edge.
The subroutine output is stored as:
E({,2) = index pointer of end points of a trian_,!e
edoe in ascending order (E(Z,I)<E(_,2) for
all _ for .s= 1 to L
25
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BE(f] - i if the £-th row of E defines a boundary
edge_otherwiseequalto zero_ for
£ -I to L.
TE (£,4) = index of adjacent edges for each
corresoondinq row of E; for v = 1 to L.
L = total number of edges constructed by the
triangulationprocedure
An assortmentof localvariablesare used during the
triangulationorocessand are definedas follows:
p (j) = Index numbers of points lying outside
the boundary of the triangulated points.
p lists the indices of the remaining
candiuate points, for j = 1 to J.
j = Number of points remaining in array P.
B(k) = Index numbers of points defining the
current boundary, in order, for k = 1 to K.
K = Number of values listed in array B.
T(m,3) = Indices of triangle vertices of each
triangle, in ascending order, for
m= I toM.
M = Total number of triangles; the same as
the limit of m for array T.
x(i), Y(i) = Arrays of X and Y data after the XD and
YD input values have been scaled by the
rage of data. Scaling of the data
eliminates problems with machine precision
while leaving the relative ..Dos]ion of the
data points unchanged.
3.2 Description of the Algorithm
Figures 4a to 4e present a block diagram of the module
TRIANG. The functions of parts A to Y are as follows.
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Fiaure 4a. Block 9ianram o_ TRIANG, Parts A to F
START
Initialize l,_calvariables I
(A) and scale the XY data.
Take the last X-Y pair
(B) (j-th pair) as the first
I)oint.
t.e oint ne0res
(C) I Yi, to be the second point
of the first ed(;c.
store the two !_ints as the
(D) first boundary edge.
_"/ to next boundary edge[(B(K[) to B(KZk
For the remaining J noints
outside the boundaL'y find
the _x_int nearest the ed<_e
under consideration: set
the index number of this
point e¢lual to Jl
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Ftqure 4b. l_lock Iliaqram of TRIAN¢,, Parts G to I,
Q
i
t|lt;['¢' I L"_.". t l[.ill
' ."lO
F
L;on_ Ld_'l th(? dd ],1(.','I_DounL|-
j ary 1)(_intof the I;oxt ed,,'.
It" it'._ _[oser to the cut-
(I1) rent ed(le th,in l,{Jl), _oti
,It t:o its index number (K3}
L ,, • ......I
Consider the adjacent tx_und-]
ary Ix)int of tho _}rovious
edLle. It tt':_ closer tO thei
If) adiacent edCle than P{JI),














flare the user may insert ad-
(M) ditional constraints on the
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Establish TE, the array of
(Y) adjacent ed.es for each
triangle.
(A) The orocedure beqins with no boundary, no edqes, and all
noints under consideration. [nitialize local variables
and scale the X,Y data.
J=N, K=L=M=O
p(j)=j for j=l to J
XMAX=XMIN=XD(1)
YMAX=YMIN=YD(1)







I for k=l to J
I X(k)=(DLXINV)(XD(k))
__Y(k) (DLYINV) (YD(k))
(B) Begin by taking the last pair of points, (X,Y) in the Iis_
to be the first boundary point. J"
B(1)=J
J=J-i
(C) From the remaining points, find the point nearest the first
if=B(1)
find i2_il which minimizes
[(X(il)-X(i2)): + (Y(il)-Y(i2))zJ
(D) Now, B(1) to B(i2) is the first edge. There is one edge and
two boundary points.
B(2)=i2, K=2, L=I, J=J-I
E(_,l)=il, E(%,2)=i2
if i2<J then p(j)=p(j+l)
-- for j=i2 to J
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(E) Now begin circling around the boundary of the polygon, consid-
ering, in order, each boundary edge. The following indices
are maintained --
KI=B array index of current edge - point 1
K2=B arrav indexof currentedge - point 2
Bl,B2=indexnumbersof boundaryDolntcoordinates
KI=KT=0




(F) Considerthe boundaryedge fromBl to B2. For all pointsnot
yet triangulated (the J points remaining in P) find the point
that, when triangulatedwith BI,B2, minimizes the length of
the two new edges to be drawn.
JI=DI=0
BFLAG=0
_or LJ=I to J
PJ= P (LJ )
[IYpj-YBICXB2-XBI- ¢Xpa-XBICY82-YBII]<_0.0
then goto Q
_/ -- ' _ )_(Ypj-YB2 )'_D = (XDj_XBI) 2+ (ypj_YBl) 2 . Xpj,Xp 2
if Jl=0 or DI<D then JI=LJ, D].=D
(G) If less then three edges exist (no triangle defined yet) then
there are no adjacent boundary points to be considered
if K< 3 goto
(H) Consider the adjacent, boundary point of the, next edge of the
polygon. Call its index number K3 and see if it's closer
to the current edge then P(JI)
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(_ "t<3 - K2+1; if K3>K then I<3-1
pK3= B(K3)
if_ [YPK3-YBI)(XB2-XBI)" (XpK3-XB1)(YB2"YBll i 0.0
then goto
, (ypK3.YB2) 2%
_/(Xpg3-XB2) " +D = _/(XpK3.XB,L ) 2 + (ypK3.YB1) 2 +
if Jl=0 or D_DI then JI=K3, DI-D, BFLAG=I
(I) Consider the adjacent boundary point of the previous edge of
the polygon. Call its index number K_ and determine if it's
closer to the current edge than P(JI) and B(K3|
= B
if _ (YpK_-YB1)(XB2-XBI) - (XpK0"XB1)(YB2-YBI)] <-0.0
then goto Q
% PK0_XB2)_ + (YB2-YBI)"D = (XpK0_XB1)2 + (yp_Ysl)2
if Jl=0 or D D1 then JI=K_, DI=D, BFLA¢_-I
(J) Skip the next section if Jl is still zero, since a candidate
point for trianaulation with edqe BI,B2 was not found.
Q) i__fj1:0goto[9
(K) If the search for a candidate point has already considered
(L) each boundary edge at least once (KT>K)or if the boundary
is being checked for concave edges (J=0), then the next section
can be ommitted.
if KT>K or J=0 goto (9_.
(M) At this point the user may insert an additional constraint
on the triangles, such as requiring that one _nterior angle
be neither very small nor very large. If £he triangle fa_ils
the test, it is deleted from consideration by setting Jl=0.
(O) The next procedu_'e:checks all boundary edges of the polygon
for intersection with the candidate triangle. If any exist"_
ing boundary edge intersects any of the edges to be formed0
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then the candidate point ts rejected. If BFLAG is not zero,
then the edge defined by J1-KJ or JlsKJ is exempt fro.i thu
test.
(N) If thereare threeor lessexistingboundaryedgesor if
Jl has been set to zero, this test is omltted.
i_fK<_3orj>0 @
if BFLAG=0 then NQ=P(JI)
BFLAG--1 _ NO=8(K3)
BFLAG=-I the-'--nNQ=B(K_)
-for KL=I to K
 L=KIgoto
KN=KL+I; if KL=K then KN=I
if BFLAG=-I and (KL=Kg or KN=K_) goto
if BFLAG=I and (KL=K3 or KN=K3) goto
PI=B(KL)
P2=S (KN )
'for JL=I to 2
I-_-JL=! and (BFLAG=0 or BFLAG=I) and KI,=K_ got_._o(8_
JL=2 and (BFLAG=0 or BFLAG=-I) and KL=K2 _ 8'
: if JL=I then BJ=BI
JL=2 _ BJ=2
XQB=X (NQ) -X (BJ)
yQB=y (NQ) -Y (BJ)
XI2=X (PI) -X(P2)
YI2=Y (PI) -Y (P2)
D=XQB _Yl 2-YQB*X_2
if O=0 0 goto
XIB=X (PI) -X (BJ)
YIB=Y (PI) -Y (BJ)
S = (XIB*YI2-YIB*XI2)/D
if S<O.O or S>l.O goto _)
TC = (XQB*YIB-YQB*XIB)/D







(P) If J1 is zero, then the candidate point did not pass the above
tests or no point was found. If BF_G is not zero, then a
point on the boundary was found.
if Jl=0 goto _r.
BFLAG_--I---o___L4_
BrL^c=-I (150)
(R) The triangulated polnt_"'Jis outside the boundary. Establish
two new edges, a new boundary point and delete one point from
outside the boundary.
E(L+I,I) = minimum of P(JI), B(KI)
E(L+I,2) = maximum of P(Jl), B(KI)
E(L+2,1) = minlmum of P(Jl), B(K2)




T(M,I) = minimum of P(JI), B(KI), B(K2)
T(M,2) = middle o£ P(Jl), B{KI), B(K2)
T(M,3) = maximum of P(JI), B(KI), B(K2)




if Jl_L_then p(j)=P(j+I) for j=J1 to JV.P
(S) The triangulated point is the next point on the boundary.
Establish one new edge {from 8(KI) to B(K3)), one new trianqle
(from B(KI) to B(K2) to B(K3)), and del,,te one point from the
boundary (B(K2).
K'r-,o,KK:o, KKNT=O
[.:(L+I, l) minimum ol B(KI) , B_K i)





T(M,I) = minimum of B(K1), B(K2), B_.E3)
T(M,2)= middle of B(KI).8(K2].B(K3]
T(M,3) = maximum of B(KI), B(K2), B(K3)
if K2<K then B(k)=B(k+l) for k=K2 to K
if K2=I then KI=KI+I o-
oze@
(S) The triangulated point is the previous point on the boundary.
Establish a new edge (from B(K_) to B(K2]), one new triangle
(from B(K_) to B(KI) to B(K2)), and delete a point from the
boundary (B(KI) •
KT=0 KK=0, KK NT=0
0
E(L+I,I) = m_nimum of B(K_), B(K2)




T(M,I) = mlnimum of B(K_), B(KI), B(K2)
T(M,2) = mlddle of B(K_), B(KI). B(K2)
T(M,3) = maximum of B(K_), B(KI), B(K2)
if KI<K then B(k)=B(k+l) for k=Kl to K
KI=KI-I
if KI-[ then KI=K
<iDto @
(T) [f there are any points remaining outside the boundary, then
(U) repeat the procedure for the n,ext edge.
if J>0 and Jl_ gotoi-Yj-o _ _t_
(V) All points have been triangulated. Cl_eck that all boundary
edges form a concave polygon.
if KK_0 9otp _55_
KK=I, KL=0
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KK ?Ira._-.K K,',l'l'_-1, @if K_,_:'L'': .o__t_._o
Q _KL=KL+I K2=K_I, if K2>K then K2=I
KI=KL-I, _ Kl.l _ Kl=K
cxB2-X.z,- CxpK-XBI CYB2-YBZ <_0t.en
if KL_-K goto (5_
°-
(X) The triangulation is complete and has been checked for a
concave boundary. Now identify the boundary edges.
for i=[ to L
BE(_) = 0
KL = 0
KL = KL+I ®if E(_,I) _ B(KL) gotoK"[= KI+I
if KI'.Kthen KI=[ @i_ E(. ,2) # B(KI) _1__oto
st:(,')_
_oto_
Q 1 -- KL-[if ",I_[ then KI=K
E(. ,2[--e--B(KI) <__ooto(23)
QB-_(;)=I @if KL-K goto
G next ,:
(Y) Finally, establish the indices of adjacent edges for each
edge in the triangulation. Each boundary edge will have
two adjacent edges: each interior edge will have four.
initialize TE
for £ = 1 to L




for m=l to M
I for £ = to L
if E(£,I) = T[m,1] and E(£,2) = T(m,2) then L1 = £
1_-fE(£,I) = T(m,2) and E(£,2) = T(m,3) the---'_L2 = £
•_-_E(£,l) = T(m,l) and E(£,2) = T(m,3) the----nL3 = £
A=0; if TE(LI,I)_3 then A--2
TE(LI,A+I) = L2
TE(LI,A+2) = L3
A=0; if TE(L2,1)M0 then A=2
TE(L2,A+I) = L1
TE(L2,A+2) = L3





3.3 Description of Function MIDDLE
FU'4CTION MIDDLE (I,J,K)
This function is used by the triangulation algorithm to find
the middle value of three integer arquments (the va]l,e wh_rh
is neither _ minimum or maximum). I,J, and K are assumed




The subroutine SMSRF oerforms the optional smoothing of the
data for the denendent variable. This subroutine uses the
Library routine LLSOF and uses the function POLYX2.
mhe smoothing algorithm fits the surface z=f(x,Y) to a
_jc.Lvnomial of the fo_'m:
K=mdx(I,J)
[ L [ _ where' L:mi_(K-i,J)
Z = Ci X y




(I+l) (J+l- I/2) J>I
for M =
(J+l) (I+l-J/2) I>J
The M terms of the polynomial are each evaluated for n=l to N
noints, where N>M. This evaluation generates an N by M matrix de-
noted by [AMI. The AM matrix is scaled by column so that the mag-
nitudes of the elements remain close. The scaling factor for each
column is the average of the absolute values of all elements in
the column. The N by i matrix of z data is known. The task, then,
Is to solve the system
[AMI [C] = [Z]
for the M by 1 matrix C of coefficients. This is accomplished
by the International Mathematical and statistical Library (IMSL)
routine LLSQF, which solves the system by means of a linear least-
4O
squared error criteria. The LLSOF routxne ,s the only Library
procedure uJed in the contour calculation package. Installations
which do not have the _HSL library zvailable, would need to replace
this function with a similar routine.
After obtaininq _L_ from the curve fit subroutine, the
coefficients are normalized bv the same scale factors originally
used to _:ondition [a'O. '"he coefficients are th.n ,lqaa _m replace
the oriczinal 7.data with new values acquired from evaluation of
the K_oIynomial. If the coefficients are not properly found, then
no smoothing, takes place and the originaI z data is retained.
4. I DeSCription of the Argument List
CALL SMSRF (X,Y, Z,ZNEW,N,I,J,NCOEF,C,IPOt_,JPOWR)
Input argumunts:
K,Y,Z : arrays containing the function values for z-_f(x,y)
N ---tl_e number of values stored in X,Y,Z, ZNEW
I,J = smoothing parameters selected by the user; used to define
the K,L values of the polynomial described earlier
l,h,tut'nArcluments:
;'NEWn : ,irra_"of new (smoothed) Z data for n=l to N; if the matrix
computations fail, ZNEW=Z for all n
NCOEF = number of coefficients resulting from the values of I and J
C i = array of calculated coefficients for i=[ to NCOEF
[POWRi: for the i=th term of the polynomial, the exponent of X and
JPOWR i _' respectively for i=l to NCOEF
Required Dimension'.: :
"_(N) IPOWR It) XX (C)
Y(N) JPOWR{C) H(C)
z(N) c(c)
ZNEW (N) CNORM [C)
B(N) AVE(C)
AM(C,N) ID(C)
4.2 Description of Al_orithm
Figures 5a and 5b present a block diagram of the module
SF_SRF. The functions of parts A to J are as follows.
4_
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Figure 5a. Block Diagram of SMSRP, l_arta A to F
[....... . 1
{A) t Initialize variabIes
I
l.'rom the I and J exponent
values supplied by the user,
(B) determlne the exponent lists
to be used for the polynomial
!
.llll|Usin0 the e._ponent Lists
(C) tile X-Y data, construct theJAM matrix.
Normalize each value in each
(D) column ot AM by the average
of th,lt column.
Ill.................
.'let up variables t'or [east l(E) L _.;.q__,[?.to,_[..;:;ol ut i,+n[f
Vail IlINl. routine I,LSOF to
solve (via Least squares)
_I') _h,_"system _ I'-.--"_
1,_!1 [el :lzl .....
for the _atrix C.
.13




(A) Initialize local variables
RN = FLOAT(N)






(B) From the I and J exponent values provided by the calling
program, determine the exponent lists. (IPOWR and JPOWR)
to be used for the smoothing polynomial. The n-th entry
/ in the lists is associated with the n-th term of the
polynomial.
K = maximum of II,Jl
"_or II = i to I1
II = K-III+I
= minimum of KII, JI
I for JJ = I to L





(C) Using the exponent lists and the x-y data, construct the
matrix AM.
for KCOL = 1 to NCOEF
IEX = IPOWR(KCOL)
JEX = JPOWR(KCOL)
fOr KROW = 1 to N
2 = X(KROW)
X2 = 0.0 then X2 = 1.0
= X2**IEX
2 = Y(KROW)







(D) Normalizeeacl_value in each columnof ,_4by the average
absolutevalueof that column. The averageof columnone
is always one.
AVE(l) = 1.0
-for LI = 2 to NCOEF
AVE (LI) = 0.0
['forL2 = i to N
IAVE(LI) = AVE(LI) + IAM(L2-LI) [
AVE(LI_= AVE(LI)/RN, if AVE[LI) 0, AVE(L1) = 1.0
For L2 = i to N
_AM(L2,LI) = AM (L2, LI)/AVE (LI)
next L1
-- /





for KK=I,N B(KK)=7 (KK)
(F) Call IMSL routine LLSQF to solve (by least squares) the
(G) system AM*C =Z for matrix C. If IER is zero on return, then
the solution was found.
CALL LLSQF (AM, IA,M,NCOEF ,B,TOL,KBASIS "XX'It° IP " IER)
_if IER_O then _ (_._0)
(Hi There were no errors. Transfer the calculated coefficients
and divide out the normalization factor.
or L3 = I,NCOEF
(L3) = XX(L3)
NORM(L3) = C(L3) /AVE(L3)
(I) Evaluate (using _unction POLYX2) each _-Y pair to generate
a new v'_lue _or 'I.
for L3 = I,N




(J) An errorhasoccurredin theprocedure.Set thesmoothed
valuesof Z equalto theorlqJnaldata SetNCOEFto
negative as an error flag to be checked later.




The polynomial evaluation function is used when the smoothing
option has been invoked. X and Y are the known values of
the independent variables for which the function value is required.
Array C is the list of coefficients for each term of the poly-
nomial. IPOWR and JPOWR are the exponents for each term and N is
the number of terms. Z is an offset value when evaluating for a




4.4 Description of Subroutine LLSQF
This is the Library routine taken from IMSL to compute the solution
of a linear least squares problem. Detailed discussions of the
argument list and the algorithm can be found in the second volume
of tne IMSL Library Reference Manual.
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A summaryo_ itsuse is as _ollows:
CALLLLSQF(A,IA,M,N,B,TOL,KBASIS,X,H,IP,IER)
InputArguments:
A M by N coefficient matrix. A is overwritten
with information generated by LLSQF.
TA Row dimension o_ matrix A as specified in the calling
program.
M Number of rows in matrices A and B.
N Number of columns in matrix A.
B On input, B is the right hand side of the least squares
solution (A](X]=IB]. On return, B is overwritten with
the residual R = B-A*X
TeL Tolerance parameter to determine the number of columns
of A to be included in the basis for the least squares
fit of B. If TEL=0.0 is specified, pivoting is termi-
nated only i_ the inclusionof the next column would
result in a (numerically)rank deficient matrix.
KBASIS On input, KBASIS=K implies that the first K columns of
A are to be forced into the basis. Pivoting is per-
formea on the last N-K columns of A. un output, KBASIS
qives the number of columns included in the basis.
Return Arguments:
X Solution vector of length N.
H Work vector o£ length N.
IP Work vector of length N.
IER Error parameter
=0 for normal execution
=129 for M<0 or N<0
=130 for TOL>I.0 --
(129 and 130 are terminal errors]
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5.0 INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE
The subroutine INTERP performs the interpolationof the
data along the trianqle edges. This subroutine uses the
_unction POLYX2 if the smoothing option has been called.
The interpolation algorithm is supplied with a set of L edges
(E(_,I) and E(_,2) for £=i to L) from the triangulation. At the
end_ints of each edge the function value zi and the independent
variables xi and Yi for i=l to N are known. Additionally, if a
function has been generated for the values of zi (from the SMSRF
subroutine), the coefficients and exponents are provided. The
interpolation procedure will check each edge of the triangulation-
If the constant value Z lies between the z function values at the
end points, then the coordinates (_j,nj)of Z relative to the x,y
coordinates of the endpoints will be calculated. _ and n are the
result of a linear interpolation if the data has not been smooth-
ed: otherwise, the polynomial previously fitted to the surface is
solved for the point.





Xi = the X values of the function Z-f(x,y)
Y = the Y values of the functioni
= the Z values of the functionzi
N = therangeof i. thenumberof pointsin the X,Y
and Z lists
ZCON = the constant value of Z for which the contour
values are being interpolated
LEDGES= the number of triangle edges generated by the
triangulation procedure
E(_,2)= index oointers of endDoints o£'each triangle edge:
£=1 to LEDGES
ISMOPT= smoothing option flag_ I if SMSRF was called,
if not
Ck = coefficients of the polynomial terms as providedby SMSRF
Required Dimensions:
X(N) IE(E,2) IPOWR(C)
Y (N) XI(E) JPOWR(C)
Z(_) ETA (E) C(C)
LAMBDA(E)
5.2 Descrintion of Alaorithm
Figure 6 presents a block diagram of the module INTERP.
The functions of parts A to F are as follows:
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_iqure 6. 9lock Diaqram of Z_i'rZRP
START )
_etermine x,y,z values of
the endpoints of the next. (A|
edqe. put them in order.
daca been (C)
d_
(D) , ? (z)
Perform non-linear Perform linear
interpolation to interpolationto
locate " and ,j._ind : and" ,}J J-
Save "- and "__:tl_eco-
ordinates of _he inter-
polated _oint in the plot; (Y)




for £ = 1 to LEDGES
(A) determine x,y,z values of the endpoints of the next
edge _ order them
Ii = E(£,l), I2 = E(£,2)
XI = X_II), YI = Y(II), '_= Z(ll)
X2 = X(!2), Y2 = Y(I2), _.= £(I2)
(B) function values equal or contour value (constant) not
between endpoints?
if Zl > Z2 then reverseXl andX2
Y1 and Y2
Z1 and Z2_
if Zl " ZCONor ZCON• Z2 goto
z___Z2 ZCON "_hen Z2-= (1.00001)(ZCUN)
J = J + 1
(C) has data been smoothed.°
if not, ooto statement label 101
ISMOPT=0 goto 9
(D) non-linear interpolation is required
(F) on this edge over the Z surface
F1 = POLYX2(ZCON,K1,Y1,C,IPOWR,JPOWR,NCOEF)
for k = 1 to I0 (.i% resolution)
XN = (XI+X2)/2.0
YN = (YI+Y2)/2.0
FN = POLYX2( CON,XN,YN,C,IPOWR,JPOWR,NCOEF)
FN = O.0 got0 _32)i_[f
if sign (FI) = sign (FN) then XI=XN, YI=YN
if siqn (FI) _ sign (FN) then X2=XN, Y2=YN
next k
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(E) linear interpolation is required
(F) on this edge (no smoothing)
(z2-zco__ /zco_,-z1_Lol XlCJ)= 2-z'_-/ x .k_ / x=
CZ2-ZCON_ YI + Y2ETA(J) = _/ Z2-Z1 -/





The subroutine CNT_UR draws the reouired contour for zffiZ.
This subroutine calls the user supplied program C_:TCRV to draw
the contour on the graphics device.
The contour alaorithm makes use of the results of the
triangulation and interpolation procedures in order to establish,
for each contour to be drawn, the ordering of the _j and "lj
points (for j=l to J). The coordinates of all interpolated
points are known and the triangulation edge number associated
with each coordinate pair is also known. For each edge, a list of
adjacent edge numbers is provided. A contour line is constructed
by choosing a boundary edge as a starting point (if any) for which
an interpolated point exists. Then, the remaining points on the
contour are ordered by means of searching adjacent edges for
interpolated points, until another boundary edge is encountered.
For closed contours, the iteration ends if the list of common
edges ends. Then a clraphics subroutlne is called to draw the
curve and perform any other user sub,plied application (for
example, label the curve). The contour _i[_;orithm then continues
to the next curve, i£ there are any uoints remaining. This _ro-
cess continues until all contours are drawn and the list o£
and ._coordinates is exhausted.
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6. [ D_tion of the Ayjlument List
CALL CNTOUR (7,CON,X_ ,E'I'A,L/_SIBDA,J, IBE, ITE)
Inpgt Arguments:
ZCON = the constant w11ue of Z for which the contours
are being drawn
XIj = the x-coordinate of the interpolated point on the
edge E(_), _ = LAMBDA(_)
ETA) _ the y-coordinate of the interpolated |_Dint on the
edge E(t), _ = LAMBDA(j)
[,AMBDA] = the index number of each edge associated with XI
and ETA values
j = the range of ]; the number of interpolated |_oints
found for ZCON by the interpolation procedure
IBE(_) = I if the _-th edge is a boundary edge; othcrwis_
zero
[TE(_,4) = indices of adjacent edges for the _-th o¢Ige






6.2 _)tion of Alnorithm
Ft,lure._ 7,1 ,_nd 7_ presL, I1t ,l block diagram ot the module
CONTOUR. The t'unctions for parrs A to P _r_" as tollows.
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IA| i [11it i,11i'Z_a I_.',ll vari,l|il_.':s.
L.. I
[ '--!
;l{_.lrCh l tsl. I 1;tt _f Od_It'S 1{'(_r ,1 |_tMlll, l.lt'y i'd{IL' |l_l'[-t ,jL - ] ............
,.-'" ",1 l_{_ilnd,try _ NI'
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Fiqure7c. BlockDiaqramof CONTOUR,PartsN to P
7_ ,Y_S (_)
Q _[ D-aw the contour; the
_nterpolated line throuqh (O)





k(A) Initialize local variable{s)
Jl = 0
(B) Search the list of edges for a
(C) boundary edge. If none is found,
€Io to the procedure for closed contours.
Q Jl = Jl + 1Ll_ L_4_DA(J_)
_f _E(r.1) = I goto i_
¢loto
(D) PUt this point at the tow>of the list
and reset Jl.
Q i___[fJ1 = J _otof3"_
Xl(J+l) = XI(J)
ETA(J+I) = ETA(J)
LAMBDA (J+l) = L_MBDA (J)
_or JC = l,J
I(JC) = XI(JC+I)
IETA (JC) = ETA(JC+I)
_AMBDA(JC) = LAMBDA(JC+I)
Q jB = jL Ll
(E) Search the remaining points for an
adjacent (common) eddie.
JB = JB- 1
,TI = 0
J1 = j [ • l
Ll LAMBDA(JI)
_ [,i = TV (L,i) ._'-°ri = I to 4 _1oto.... 4_
(F) An error has occurred. There is no next point.
qoto @
(G) Put this _oint at the top of the list. Continue
if it's not a boundary edoe.
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XI(J+I) s XI(JI)ETA (J+l) m ETA (,If)
LAMBDA(J+I) = LAfqBDA(JI)
_or JJ_Jl to J
XI(.TJ) = XI(JJ+I)
ETA(JJ) = ETA(JJ+I)
_AMBDA (JJ) = LAMBDA(JJ+I)
L = L1
i! SE(L1) # I goto (,6_
(H) Draw the open contour from Jl
to J, then reset J.
NPOINT = J-JB+l i_,
if NPOINT.!IgOre
Cal I CNTCRV (XI (JS),ETA (JB} ,NPOINT, ZCON)
(1) Are there any more points left?
J = JS-Iif J<0 qoto u_v,
(J) Now draw internal lines (closedcontours not
starting or stopping at boundary edges). The
point at JC = J in the list is chosen to start
the contour.
I_ JB = 1J+
(K) Find the next point (on the edge with a
(M) common end point); put it at the top of
(P) the list: repeat until no more edges a_'e left.
L = LAMBDA (J)
JB = JB-I
Jl = O, if JB'.J then Jl = l
Jl = Jl +I--- --L1 = LAMBPA (Jl)
(L) Otherwise° no adjacent edge was found: this
contou_ne is
qoto I I-1% complete: draw it.k.J
6O
×I(J+l) - xI(Jl)ETA(J+_) = ETA(Jl)
I,AMBDA(J+I)= LAHBDA(JI)
for JJ=Jl to Jl(JJ) = XI(JJ+I)




if JB --_I then JJ = JB.I
(O) Draw the closed contour - the interpolated
line throuoh the points JJ to J to JJ
KNT = 0








(P) Reset J. Establish next contour lines for








This module is suppliedby the user and performsthe
graphicaloresentationof the contourto the devicebeing used.
Note that CNTOURmay call this routineseveraltimesfor each
constantvalueof Zc, and a new contourline is providedwith
each call.
The argument list consists of the following Ltems:
CALL CNTCRV (XX,YY,NPOINT,ZCON)
XX = (dimension NPOINT) is the array of X coordinates
for each point on the contour
YY = (dimension NPOINT) is the array of v coordinates
for each point on the contour
NPOINT = is the number of values provided in the x,y
coordinate lists




The programs described in this document have been implemented
in FORTRANon bothan IBM360/67(underTSS)anda CDC 7600(under
SCOPE). The subproqram packaqes were coded in such a way that as
many machine dependent FORTRAN statements as possible were eli,i-
inated. In fact, the programs appear to be completely portable
except for (l} the use of TMSL routine LLSQF in SMSRF would need
to be replaced at installations where IMSL is not available and
(2) the IBM version uses double precision statements in TRIANG
that may need modification or deletion.
The execution time for the contour calculations increases
with the number of points beinq processed. The following table
illustrates typical execution times encountered on a CDC 7600.
The test cases for this table all made use of the smoothingoption
(with parameters I and J both equal to 2), and were contrived so
that three contour lines were generated, each consisting of about
N/10 interpolated points. The N data points were generated at
random for these tests.
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So the execution time is approximately 1.5"(_J/200)**1.67
seconds.
The algorithms require internal work areas that are used
to store intermediate calculations during execution. The work
areas required by the triangulation and smoothing procedures are
the greatest contributing factors to the size of the total object
time package. The amount of storage required by the triangulation
is pro_)rtional to the number of data points to be processed, and
is approximately equal to 30N. The amount of stora(le required
by the least-squares curve fitting procedure for smooth data !s
proF_rtional to both the value of N and the maximum number of
coefficients to be computed (C), and is approximately equal to
C(N+7)+N. The total work area required by all the routines is
proportional to both C and N, and is approximately N(C+42).
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For someapplications,usersmaywishto reducetheprogram
size. One method, already mentioned, is to eliminate the smooth-
ing subroutines if linear interpolationis adequate for the data.
Size reduction can also be accomplishedby decreasing array
dimensions to accommodate only the maximum number of ooints and
coefficients to be processed. Conversely, the array dimensions
can be enlarged to handle more points and/or coefficients if
program size is not an imposin_ consideration.
Table 1 itemizes all array dimensions which may be given
new dimensions for the purpose of increasina or decreasing pro-
gram size as needed. For this table:
N = Number of da_a points to process
C = Number of coefficients to use
during smoothing the Z data
E = 3N-6 = the maximum number of
triangle edges which can result
from the triangulationof N polnts
T = 2_-5 = the maximum number of
triangles which can result from
the trian_ulatiol_of N points.
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Table 1. Array Dimensions
Array Required Appears in the
Name (s) Dimension Following Modules
,,, ,m ,
ZNEW (N ) CNTLNS
IE I (E,2) CNTLNS, _NTERP
IBE (E) CNTL,"S, CNTOUR
_TF, (E,4) C._,TLNS,CNTOUR
XI , ETA, (F,) CNTLNS, I_TER|', CNTOUR
LAMBDA
IP, XX, H (C) SMSRF
B (N) SMSRF
AM (N,C) SMSRF
IPOWR, JPOWR (C) SMSRF, POLYX2, CNT[,NS, [NTERP
C, CNORM (C) SMSRF, POLYX2, CNTLNS
XX, YY (E) CNTOUR
P, B, X, Y (N) TPIANG
E (E,2) TRIANG
BE (E) TRIANG






Table 2 itemizes local variables that are initialized by
- means of data statements. These data values should be given
new data assignments i::fany array dimensions are respecified.
Table 2. Internal Parameter Values





AS a final note, it should be pointed out that for some
applications the x and y coordinate values may be used repeatedly
and only the values of Z will change. For such cases, the x-y
plane triangulation is valid for each call aftor the first since
the triangulation is not based on the Z data. Since the tri-
angulation can be performed once and then saved, the master
programs can be easily modified to bypass triangulation of the
x-y data by inserting an extra parameter in the CNTLNS argument
list. Such a scheme would result in a considerabte savings in
execution tlme.
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600 C ~ ~ l v t f t  PKCCRAM FLW C O M P U T l t r G  A I i u  D ~ A Y I N L  CChlTGUR  LINE^ Lk 
700 C CONSTAllT 1 FUP T H t  F U N C T l G l .  1 = F ( X . Y I .  
I N P U T  L I S T  b F  X V A L U E S  
l l * P U T  L l S T  CJF Y V A L U t S  
l h P U T  L I S T  OF 2 V A L U E S  
1 h P U T  S P E C I Y I h G  T i i t  NUEBLR UF VALULS 1 A s Y  Ah0 
b l r t ~ O T h  1NG OPT 1 uh f LAG I O=NUIOFE 9 L = Y  k S l  ~ h )  
I C X P L N E ~ T  V A L U E  f C R  S H J U T H l N G  
J E X P b h t N T  V A L U E  FLR S n O D T H l h G  
h ~ N 8 f C  LF C b N T L U K  L l N t S  TC BE O H A h h  
I S t L F  C W P I J T I N C  1) NCL1RS.LE.O) 
L l s r  t C O N b T A L T  COITGUK VALJES IF N L ~ ~ T K S . S I  00 
tU . lOk F u N C T ~ O I ~  ( N L R M A L I  LED V A L U E )  k E T 3 R N t D  Tl, 
CALL% IF i s n t i P T  IS ~ L N - L E R G  
hE 1UHPi ERROR f L A G  
= o FCm MURMAL RETURN 
= 1 t L P  I N V A L l u  V A L U E  FUR N 
= 2 Fbk NUMDEk LF I S H G P T  L O L F F I C l L h T S  e f i t A T  L k  
THAN 'MAXCOF' Ch F! 
= 3901_ ,J|_LN_L JI LEII_412J,ITELL_gG,_|,XIIL_94|*ETAIL_94|n
4000 • L,_M_JA114941,1 z_E{ 14_4J
; 410O U[M'- h% [ _.', [ p,_,.,p.I _3 | , JP(jWF | 2 $ } , L{_EF | 2._ J
I 4200 C
4300 uAIA MAXr...L,,F 1231
: 44Q0 DAIA MAXFT "_ /50GI
45U0 C
4_.o0 C4700 C (A|
.": ._ 4_00 C |hITIAL1LL L_CAL VAkIAbLES? 4900 C AtiO _.rt[-LK INPdTS FOk [kkGF_S
0oo c
5!_0 lEk_ = o
_OC {'PStOh = 'J.O
i [f,IoLT._.z.;-.',.,.,T.MA/,PTS| GLTL 991_ _ _ 0 IF
, 55UO C
_. __ 5_00 C I b }
_. -_ 5?00 C "ALL 'aU!i-',.,JTlh[IFAIhG TL, IFIANG,JLATE X-Y _ATA P_I',IS
•' _ 8GO C
i _900 (..ALL. Ii'IAl',(. IX,Wtl'i_LkD L_LS*IL*ILE*IlrL|
,- _000 C
_" 6!C0 {'. |C} i"
_ _.?OO C SMu,.,TrlI',(.,.E .JIELu? • •
t, 300 C
i t.Z,,GO IF I l_,,415VT.E.a.O| GCT(. IIO
i _500 CtbuO C
! o ?,GO [ {0 l
h_(,O C "t_L_.l.F.c.,JESTED ExPUNEI_T VALUES FLE EEi-I.rS
&qcO C
i 7000 II = I LA_._-
730Q h,'_I, "= MIr,;.ti1,Jl|
7400 II IJI,G_.II} hL = IILXPIII_IJEXP.I-IkAPI_|
Y5(.O If IJ1.LI._' II r,b = IJEXP.li *IIL_(P.L-JrXPI2|
! 7&DO If {t,IC.,_T.:,._F..hC.GT.MAX(,C.I|,.,,LTL_ 998
\ChTL,_l_$t !]IJSISU U9:2.9:21
7700 DO 125 K=ItMAXCOF
7800 IPO_RI_,J = u
7900 125 JP_nRIKJ = 0
8000 C
8100 C {El
8200 C {.ALL _'J_RjUI"|NE SMSRF TIp SMLIJTtt THE dATA L=Fi_.,YJ8 300 C
P,400 LALL _M_F IXeYeZtZ/'_EWtN_IEXPt,JEXPtNCUEFtCt_I_FtIPOWKeJpIa_K]
8500 IF (NLLEf.L I.Ol uCIO 120
8_LO0 _)0 !30 h=).ttl
R700 EPSL_N = EPSLUN • IZIK)-ZNEWIK))**2
8800 13u LONT [,iUE
BgG0 EP_LON = _QW.TIEPSLGNI/FLOAI|N)
9000 GGTLJ 120
qlOO llO DO. IO0 K=I,N
9_.00 )00 LNL,_(_I = Z-l)*,|
9 300 C
9400 C
(;500 C IF ;
9_00 C uEIERHIhE rrtl: RAN_aE OF THE Z DATA UNDER CUt, SIDcKATIUN100 C
9_C0 170 ZMIN = Zdl)
9.Q.O0 ZMAX = L,qlt.
10000 DO 50 K=2,N
IOlO0 LMlh = AMINIIZM|h)ZIKI)





10700 C _A$ A CLNIOuR tl$I BEEN GIVLL? o ,
10800 C
!0900 FN = 1.0
I!000 FK = -l,,O]?:!O0 200- IF (NCF,_.TkS._T.O) Gt.TC; 180
1 ! ?C0 C
I! ?00 C
I [4UO C | H:.J
CNTL.q_._$.t 11105180 J9:29:21
t.15CO C (.,ALL 5Jai<uuTlr, F,.(.,BVCHK If-, VLklF¥ THAI THt 5PE.ClFIz.J _AS[11600 C VAL:oE 15 hJT/tltl F.ANGE LF DATAe RESET IF NEEOEU
_.! 700 C
11800 CALL C_VCH_, {CLIC_TII)tCLISTI2ItZMII'_ZHAXe {;Lt_Ekl
11900 IF I(.LISTI1 )ot:L,CLNEW) CLISTI£)=CLt'Ew
124)00 C
121(;0 C !I|
12200 C .)ETLkMILE {r_EXTI CUNTbL_ CONSTANT VALUE
2 300 C
12._.00 21o FK = Fe,+I,,,
12500 LCuN = F_*tI_*LLISTK2| + CLIST{I)
12600 IF ILLtJri.OT.ZMIt_.AI,UoZf-ON.LI.ZMAX) GGTO 150
12700 IF {Ft_.LI.U.} AUTO 300
12800 FK = 0.0
]2900 FN = -1.J
130O0 GOI3 210
13100 C
z,_ 13200 lBu I_ = Ktl
17300 IF {i£.uI.F,Ct_IKS) GLTG 300
I 1340_ L(.LJN= CLISTIK)
i 13_00 IF iLCoN.LT.ZMIN. OP.ZCON.GI.ZMAX) _dJTU 20J
13600 C
i !-_?C0 C |Jl
13800 C CALL SUBROUTINE INTEI_P l_J
_?q00 C |NTE_POLATE FOI_ CGf_TUUF_ LINE DATA POINTS
14000 C
1¢_!0.0 !_J t.ALL INTEF.P iX|YtZNEWtNtZCLNtLEOGES, IEIISMOPTeLANbbA,
•!_200 '_ XI .ETAeJ .CCEF t IPOWRI JPOWR.N(,UEF|
16300 C
] 6400 C {K,LJ
_4500 C ANY DATA POI,_TS FGUND?
14600 C LALL 5ULKOUTINE CNTOUE ;CI"5L_RT IHE INTERPOLAIEJ PuIEI$
_. 14700 C LJP: ;tie LCr_TQUR LINE AND DRA_ IT
1_800 C
_.4_00 _,F _J.hr.,Ol CAIL CNTfJUR {Z(.GN_XI_ETA_LAMI_DA.J_|Si:_IT[|
15000 GOT_ 200
i !5_.00 C





}5300 9"_? [ERk = 1
._" i5400 RETJkN
:::_ 15500 9_;8 IERR = 2
_.5600 kEIJRN











fh S_F<F_F tl!1351dO 09:29"41




500 C SUdROUTINL SHSRF PERFORMS THE GPT|GNAL SMOOTHING _Ji- OATA BEFORE
_00 C TkIANGULATION OF ThE PLANE IS INITIATED. THE SORFACE UkFINEU BY
700 C L = FIXtYI IS SHOOTHEU VIA A PLLYNf)HIAL CURVE FIT DFFli, Id R¥ A
800 C LEAST SQUARES CRITERIA.
9,'1G
1 _0_ C
1lO0 C ARGJMENT_ --
1200 C _INPUT|
1300 C XoYt/ ARRAYS OF VALUES DEFINING THE Kt_WN SURFACE.4 0 IPOINT IN SPACE FOk THE FUNCTION Z=FIXoYII
|SO0 C N Tire NUMBER GF POINTS IN XoY AND L,
1600 C |eJ ARE TttE EXPONENTS FOR THE SMOOTHING P[sLYNuHIAL
_TC:_ C AS SELECTED BY THE USER.
1800 C {RETURN)
"J 1900 C /NE_, IS THE ARkAY LF SMOOTHED VALUES FUR THE FUNCTION
?O00 _. (ZNEW bILL CONTAIII THE ORIGINAL Z DATA ON kETOKN
2100 _. IF THE SMOOTHING LPERATION FAILSo IN NrlILH CASE
2200 C NCGEF hILL BE SET TO-LID
2300 C NCUEF IS THE NUHSEP OF TERMS IN THE POLYNOMIAL t_LSULTING
_, 2t:G'0 C FR_H iHE VALUES OF i AND d. NCOEF HOST BE LESS THAN
" _ _fiO0 C Ok EkIUAL TO BCTH N AND 14AXCOF.I 2_00 C _, IS THE ARRAY GF NCUEF COMPUTED COEFFILIENTS2700 C lPuwR THE ARRAY Ot- ! LXPGNENT._ FUR EACH TERH28C0 C JPOHR THE ARRAY OF J EXFCNENTS FUR EACH TE½M
,,_ 2900 C |LACH ELEMENT LF Co IPOWR AND JPbNP 13 ASS_J_.IATEO




3600 DIHE_SIUN Xl hi _Y Iti| oZI N) oZNE_II N)
_.700 UIHENSION IP_nR 12_1 mJPOkRI23 ) oCI 2_ ) 9CNURM12311AVCI231





?gO0 [;|MLN_[GN lJ| 5uU| tAMiSUOe23|
_000 C




4500 INIIIALILE LLCAL VAFIA_LES ANO PANGE LHELK
4600 C
4700 REALN = FLLAI(I_|
4RO0 IFI|.LI.II l = I
4900 IF{J.LI.I| J = I
5000 II = I.I
5100 Jl = J+l
5200 NCUEF = J
5300 C
5400 C
5500 C ! Bl
5600 C DETERAINE THE X AND Y EXPONENTS TU bE USED
5700 C SAVE TttEM iN ARRAYS IPOkR AND dPOk_
5800 C
5000 NCDEF = J
_000 K = MAXO(II,JI|
6!O0 IF |K.EIa,U| GOTG 950
€._200 Ob ldO ll=I,ll
&300 Klt = _-I l.I
6400 L = Nl_lOlKlt_ J!|
6500 DIJ 181 JJ=I,L
_600 NL,LL f = NCGEF_I
6700 IPt:,'.PII',%L;EF| = II-I





7300 C (C |
7,,00 C 'JS|t,G I_tt.; EXPLNEt;T L|$I$ FROV AoUVE ANL,I THL
7500 C KN{3c.NXY DATA PLINTSe CC,NSTPoCT THE MATHIX AM
7600 C
,I! _Si_lr_,_ t Lt/_:_/bO +9:Z9:4'
7700 UC.; L82 r',U;L=ItI'_L.L;EF
• 7600 IE^ = 1P_F I t_,LL,L 1
I 7'r#O0 JL.'(= JP'Jh;'IKCbLI
83U0 DU 2d4 KP,,SW=|tt',
8100 X2 = X|_kU_}
8200 IF IXZ.E_J.9.O! XZ=l.O





'9400 C NORMALIZE EACH VALUE IN EACH COLUMN UF AM BY TrtF. L{,LUHN AVERAGE
.J
_500 C
q600 AVE(I} = 1.0
9700 DO .tO3 LL = 2,NCOE|
98U0 AVEILI.I • o,0
S900 DUz. 02 L2 = I,N
10000 402 AVE(LIJ =.AVEILII • ABSIAMIL2,LXI}
10100 AVEILE) = AVEILI)/REALN
IO2OO IF |AVLILI} .Eli. O.1 AVEILII • l.U
1-0300 DO 404 LZ = I,N
!04(}0 404 AMILZ_LI} -', AHIL2_LI.I/AVEILL)
:_ 10'_00 4u .?,CIJNI 1NUE
10bO0 L
" _0700 C
i 10800 C!OqO0 C ¢E.FeG)
|, _100U C JSE 1.4._L ROUTINF LLS_F TU SLLVE lVlk LEAS T-_,wIUARE$|
I]t.O0 C THE _,YSTE"4 AHa,C = Z FOR NATP,IX C
I!200 C
II_00 C





11 500 IER = 0
11600 Kfi,'_IS =" NLOEF
11700 TOL = O.O
ll_uO UO 222 KK=I,N
1.1900 BIKK) = /IKKI
12000 222 CL1NIINUE
12100 CALL LLS_F (AMt IAeMINCOEFIbITOLIKBASISeXXeHI IPIIEI_|
I2?UG IF tIER.HE*Of GOTU 950
12300 C
124C0 C
I 2500 C (Hi
!2&00 C OlViOk t_U1 1HE SCALE FACTOR FROM THE SOLUTIGN
_2700 C MATRIX AND ESTABLISH THE COEFFICIENTS '\
12800 C
12900 DU 905 L3 = I,NCOEf
13000 CIL3) = XX(L3)




13500 C I, I )
13600 C ESTABLISH THE NEk Z VALUES bY
13700 C' EVALUATING THE POLVNf_MIAL FGR EACH KNOWN X-V PAIR
13800 C
13900 DO 934 L3=ItN
14000 ZNE_IL3) = -}.0ePULYX210.OmX(L3|tV|L3ItCNORM°IPUWR=JPU_K=NCOEF)





14600 c. I J|
14700 ( ERI_UR kETdRNt SET NCCEf TU-1 AND
[4800 C SENI.J .JACK UL0 Z VALUES TO _ALLING PROGP.AM
!4900 C150 950 00 960 LI.=ltN
!5700 =_bO LHkMILI| = L|LI|
_5700 NCOL_"= -I
4.i
=. SqSPF_ ,11/05/80 09:29:_1
i ! 5300 REILJRtl
t 5_00 C
15500 C












100 5UdRUUTINE 1_IANG IXUeYDeNtLeEtfiEtT[I
200 C300 C
_00 C
500 C A SET OF N DATA PCINT5 ARE Kf_OHN IXlll_Vll|_l=ltNI THEY ARE 10
600 C BE LCJNNECTEO L_Y LINES TO FOEM A SET OF TRIAI_GLE5 |_,.t_ N,LE,
700 qAXPT5), THE FINAL TPIANGdLATIUN ESTABLISHES A CONVEX POLVGGN
gOD C L)EFINcD BY LINKLD LISTS CF EDGE NUHBEESe ENU POlhTS AND




1300 £ 5UU[_,3UT INE INPUT
I#O0 C XO = AFLEAY I'.'F ABSCISSAS
!500 C Y3 = APRAY OF ORDINATES
IbO0 C N = NUMSEI_ OF POINTS IN X AND Y
1700 C
!BOO C SUdkOUT INE OdTPUT
!q00 C L = NUHSER OF EDGES LISTED IN E, BE AND TE
2000 C L = LIST Of INDICES CJF EACH TRAINGLE EDGE
?_90 C _E = I IF ! CF E IS A dOUNDAF,V EDGE
2200 C TL = INi_ICES OF NEIGHBOEING EDGES FUR EACH TI_AIN_JI.E
7300 C
2400 C LOCAL VAR,IABL ES
2._00 C P = INDICES UF POINTS OUISIDE THE 8r]UNDARV
2600 C J = ,_0. OF VALUES IN LIST P
2700 C I_ = INuEX fJF POINTS ON THE BUUNDAkY .o INOHUEK
2800 C. K = NU, LJF POINTS LISTED IN ARkAY B
:?900 C _ T = !NblCE5 'OF ADJACENT 1RIANGLE EDGES
3000 C /4 = t_O. OF FUNS USED IN ARI-AY T
3+00 C X = ARI-.AY LF SCALEU X DATA





3700 IMPLII_.IT If, TEGEP {Pe81
380G I.NTEGEF_ ltTEtE
TP I ANL,_I, t 1 l/J:)/80 u : 3U:01
_.900 C
6UUO UKMENS lu'i A!) IN I _¥U(ti| =X(500) _Y (500|
41GO UIMF_NSIO:_ P(5uO|,b(5001
t,200 alMENS IuN E ( 1_9_ _2 ItBEI _-_9_ I PIE ( I_9_t _l
4300 O_MLNSION 11995_31
_400 C
4500 C ..L)UUULF Pt-LLISII:N SPECIFILAIIbt, STATLMENTS FCk ltlHJbU
6600 REAL_a I EHHtUC OMPe[sl D]. t _ t TC
6700 IKEALe8 Xlal mX?l tYPl tY21 tXP2tXl2 tYP21Y 12t XIPIY]'PtX2Pe¥2P
t _800 C
i 4900 C
• 50U0 C l A 1
5100 C THE PRULEUURL 8EulNS klTri NL_ U(JUNDAKY= NO EO_ESt ANO
T,20O C ALL X-Y dATA PUINTS UNDER CLNSIUERATIGh
.=,_UO C SLALI. TrtE X,Y UAIA ANU INITIALIZE LOCAL _/AKIABLE$o
i 5_00 C5500 C
" 5('00 J = N
i I,, = 05100co
o 5800 L = 0
5900 M = O
6000 Ke,,rdT= u
6100 00 t00 JLNT=IIJ
(-200 _00 PIJLNTI = JCNT
(300 X_AX = XOI! I
t.400 XMIN = XJ(11
#_5'30 YHAX = YJ|_, |
t:_00 YMIN = YO(II
/.TUb JU '}d _,=2,N
; _qdo XMAX =- I_,MAXl I XM.=,X=,XJ | K I |
i 6?0:3 /_M[_ = AMIhlIAHIINtXUIKII
7ObO YMAA = t,,MAXLIYMAX,YOIK)|
.71OO YMll, = AMIPIt.IYHINtYD(K||
i
720(} 9_ Cb,_IlNdt
7_.Od ULXIt_V = I.OIIXMAX-XMIt,|
I',00 UI.YINV = I.,JIIYt_,X-YMINI
7500 JL,' 9's K=l,h





I'I ,. • "• i , - [, ?l
. .. ! .. TRIANb_,III0518,3 09:30:01
"; i' m
1 T700. YIKI = YU{ V,}¢DLY IhV
\ _ TS00 99 CUNI It_Ut79o0 C
" 8000 C
'\ ." ' 0100 C
! '"J B200 C IBI
8300 C dEC,IN bY TAKINC, THE LAST PAIR u_F POINTS IX, YIJII I,'_IHE
: .-,' 8400 C LISI TO BE IHE FIRSI BOUNDARY POINT
8500 C
"" ". 8600 Bill = J
BTUO J = J-l
' 8800 C
,. . j
• ,. 8900 C
_ i 9000 c
,'L .
'_' _100 C IC l
9200 C FROM TH£ REAMINING PUINTSm FIND THE POINI NEARESI. THE FIRSI
'... 9300 C
• 9400 C
oo 9500 IZ = I
" _ 9600 II = 8Illi .,
, o_r DMIN = tXllll-Xlll|**2 . I¥llll-YIlll**2
q800 00 270 Jl=ZwJ
9900 dST = IXillJ-XlJllI**2 • I¥IllI-YlJlJ|ee2
" :0000 IF IDST.GE.DMINI GOTO 270
10100 12 = Jl
IO200 UHIN = DST
10300 270 C 0NTINUE
10400 C
' 10500 C IDI
"' 10600 C NOw BIll TO BII2I IS YHE flK$l EUGE.
: : 1OTOO C TH£i:.l:15 ONE EDGE AND TWL _GUNDARV POINT.S.
I0800 C
., IOq00 J • J-I
/ I.!000 IF L IZ.GT.J! GfJTO 215
I ' , _.!1OO 0{3 27_ JCNI=I2.J
i ,, I1200 P|JCNTI = PIJCNT+II
11300 27_ CONTINUE







/ !t/ , .,
/I
t
',_ l_ TP I_F_,_$ ,11/05180 09=30=01
,' ;_ 11500 BI2I = 12
. I 11600 L = l
' 'V , /" 11700 Ellel| = HINO(B(II,,_I2I;
.'!' ' 11800 EII,2I = MAXOIL_II I tBI211
._ : 11900 C
,, ' 12000 C
" " 12100 C
_ 17200 C IE|
•.. 12300 C N3_ BEGIN CIRCLING AROUND THE dOUNDARY OF |_tE PuLVGON,
, !2600 C CO?dSILIEF,INGt IN CRDERt EACH 80UNOAi_Y EDGE. NAINTAIN THE
\ i 12500 C FLILLOaIhG INDICES-
!2600 C KI = B AREAY INDEX C,F THE CURRENT EDGE - PUINT I
12700 C K2 = B ARRAY INDEX OF THE LURP.ENT EDGE - POINI Z
12800 C _1,02 = lhDICES OF BOUFIDAEY PbINT COQEDINA|ESi
.; L2900 C
,' 13000 KI' = O
13100 KT = 0
= 13200 II KI = KI.I
13300 IF (KI.GI.K; _l=l
13400 12 KZ = Kl.l!
' 13500 IF (K2.GT.Ki K2=Iz
.'; 13600 81 = _(KII
/ 1_700 b2 = BIKZ)
' !3800 KT = KT.L
; 13900 C
14000 C ( F i
/ 14100 C CON3IoEI_ Tile 8CUNOARY EDGE FRGM Bl TO _2° FUR ALL PUIN1$ NuT
_ iz*ZO0 C YET TRIAf.GULATED ITHE J POINTS RENAIf_ING II, Pie FIND THE
lj _ 14300 C POIN1 THAT. HHEf_ TRAIF.GULATEO hITH 81.82. MIhINI;ES lttE LENGTH
/ 1"-400 C JF THE I_¢LJhEH EDGES TO BE Di_AWI',,
" I_500 C
_4bOO Ol = Oo
• 16700 Jl = 0
l !4800 BFLAG = 0
1_90C IF IJ.E_.O| OGT_ 6
15000 OU l LJ=ltJ1! ; loo : ,I, l










i TP [ANb,$ e11105180 09= JO:u1
/
15300 IF {TERH.LEoO.} GOTO I
? 15400 D = SQFTIIXIPJJ-XIblIIe*2+IYIPJI-yIUIIIe+2I _
: 15500 2 .SQkl'lIx IPJI-X IB?I 1..2.IY |pd m-YlB21 i,.2i] 15600 IF IJI*N-;'*O.ANO.DI.LT.D} GbTO Ii' 1 1"5100 JI = LJ
T i 15800 DI = O
i_ / 15900 I CONTINUE
,' 16000 C
J 16100 C (G)
;6200 C IF LESS THAN THREE EDGES EXISI INL} TRIANGLE DEFINED VET). "-
t" 16300 C THEtd THERE ARE N,J ADJACENT _OUNDARY POINTS TG 8E CON$IDEREO.
• 1_600 C SO Gu TT; SECTION J,
, / 16500 C




co 17000 C CONSIOEk IHE ADJACENT BOUNDARY POINT OF THE NEXT EDGE OF THE
• _ I 7',00 C POLYGON. CALL ITS INDEX NUNBER K3 AND SEE IF ITS CLOSER TO/ _7200 C IHE CURRENT EDGE THAN PlJII17300 C *
, 17400 6 K3 = K2+l
!7500. !F IK3.GT.KJ K_=I
',7600 PK3 = BIK3)
' 17700 TEk'4 = IYIPK3J-YIBIIJ*IXIB2I-XIbII|-IXIPK3|-XI_II'),IYlu2J_YIBII|17B00 IF IT_RM. LL.O.] GOTG 2
!7900 D = S_,TIIXIPK3I-X(BI| I**2¢IYIPK3|-YI61|I,_2|
18000 2 ¢SQ_ III Xl PK3|'Xlb2) )**2+1 yI PK3 I-Vld2) ),j,2 i
IBTOO IF IJI*N_.u.A_D.OI.LT,D! GOTO 2IR200 dl = K3
!0300 Dl = D
18_00 flFLAG = I
1 8500 C
' 18600 C i I I
!8100 C CONSIDER lftE ADJACENT BOUNDARY POINT OF THE PREVIOUS EDGE OF
\ !8fiO0 _. DIE POLYGDN. CALL ITS INDEX NdNBEF KO AND SEE IF II_ CLbSER
18900 C TO THE CURRENT EDGE THAI., PIJII AND 81K31,, 19000
!TF (AJ'JL.,,St _.]/O5/OJ L)_:_,3;O!
!9!00 2 CUNT INUE
/ 19200 Ku = KI-I
19300 IF IKQ.LT.I J KU=K
!qt,O0 PKO = bIl(,Ol
!€)50r) IER4 = I¥(PI,,OI-YIblII*IXIB2)-X|UIII-IXIPKOI-xI_III,I_IdZI-YIBII|
!9_00 IF ITEF,H,LL,O,I GCTG 3
'970u L)= SQkIIIxIPKOI-XIB[IIe4'Z.I_IPI',UI-YIOIII**2|
'. 9800 Z +_(QkT{IxI PKO I-XIBS| I**2+ {Y IPKOI-Y Ib2| 1'_'_21
1_900 IF (JL.t_E.u.A;d,.UL.LT.UI GulU
?c P,Ofl Jl = RU
20t{)O Ol = d
?0200 _FLAG = -1
20_00 _ LUt,1 INU_
?04O0 C
205u0 C |Jl
206(.0 C SKIP Itli /ii.-XT_ECTIt;N IF Jl IS STILL ZERl,_o SINCt A LANDIUATI=
20100 C PClhT I'L:PTkIANGULATI{.,N WITh EDGE BI,B2 NA_ NOT PUUNU.
G_ 20800 C
.L. ?0900 IF (Jl.[,J.v] Gt, T[_ '_
,_I 000 C
€ l !00 C
2 ! 200 C
213DO C
21_00 C IK,LI
" ?ISO0 (. IF Itt[ SEAPLH FCH A CANoIDATE PL,IZ4T tIAS ALkEAU¥ i.UN_|uEHLU f_ACH
2_600 C UOUtiOAH¥ EDGE AT LEAST GNCE IKT.GI.K) ,Jk IF THE bUdNUARY IS
.. 21700 C vElhJ CHECKED FDk CbNCAVL EOGLS IJ=Oip THEN THL NEXT 5ECTIIJN
21800 C I SECTIOH HI CAN BE OMMITTED.
,_ 2!gO0 C
22000 IF IKT,GT.I_,CJR.J.E_,UI G_TO (_
22 iO0 C
22200 C {MI
22z.(JO C AT THIS PLJltlT THE USER MAY INSERT ANY ADDITIONAL Cuh_Ti<AINT
22600 C (IN THF TRIANGLE TO BE FGRMEO BY THE POINT PJIo IF THE
22500 C CANDIDATE TKIANGLE FAILS THE TEST_ IT IS UELETEd FklJN
22600 C CONSIDERATION BY SETTING THE VARIABLE Jl TO LEi_U,
22700 C
22800 9 CUNTINUE





?3300 C THE NEXI PRL_CEDURE CHECKS ALL BOUNDARY EDGES OF [HE POLYGON
23_00 C FOR INTERSECTI_ NITH THE CANDIDATE TRIANGLE. IF ANY EXISTING
23500 C bOUNDARY EDGE INTERSECTS ANY OF THE EDGES TO BE FOkNEU BY THE
23600 C CANUIUAIE TRIANGLEt THEN THE CANUIDATE POINT IS REJEC[EOo IF
23700 C BFLAG IS NOT ZEF_Ot THEN THE EDGE DEFINED BY JI=KO OR JI=K3 IS
23800 C EXEHPT FORH THIS TEST,
23900 C
24000 C IF IHcRE ARE THREE OR LESS EXISTING BOUNDARY EDbES UR IF
24100 C Jl H._5 BEEN SE1 TO ZERUt THIS TEST IS ONNITTED,
26200 C
?4300 IF IK,LE.3,OR,J|°EQ,O| GOTEJ 7
24400 IF (BFLAu,LQ.O| NQ = PIJI)
24500 IF (BFLAG,L_,II NQ = BIK3|
co 24600 IF IBFLAu.E_.-LI NQ ,, BlKOI
ul 24700 DO 108 KLNT=ItK
?4800 IF (KC,¢T.EQ..KI| GOTO 108
2t_900 K_I " K_NT+I
25000 IF IKCNToE_.K| KN=I
75100 IF IBFLAG.EQ.-I.AND. IKCNT.EQ. KO,Ok.KN, EQ.KO|| GUTU 108
25200 IF 18FLAG.E_J. I.AhD. IKCNT.EQ.K3.OR.KN.EQ.K3|) GUTO 108
25300 PI = BIKCNT|
25_00 P2 " BIKN!
25.500 DU 8 JLNT'I=2
25600 IF I JCNT. E_. 1 .ANU. I BFLAG.E_.O.OR .BFLAG.E_. I J .AN_.K_NT °E_i.KO| -
25700 • GOTO 108
_5800 IF IJChT.EQ.2.AND. IBFLAG.EI.i.O.OR.dFLAG.E_o-I|.AND.KLNT.EQ.KZI -
?5900 _, GOTU 108
?6000 8J " 81
26100 IF IJCI_,T,EG,2| I_J-B2
?6200 X_D = XINQ|-XIBJ|
26300 YQI_ = YINQI-YIBJb
26400 XI2 ,, X{PII-XIP2I
?6500 YI2 = YIPI|-YIPS)
26600 O = XUd_¥I2-YQB_XI2
IF It"tL,_$_lllob/do a_= "J:o!
?_?03 II |,.SoLES,d,) GLIG d
26EGO XI_ _ I,(PI}-XII:J!
?_900 Ylb = _{PlJ-_lbj)
?70LO 5 = I^I_*YI:_-VlB.XI2}IL
;'7;00 If I_,.LI.O..Lt_.S.GT.!.! beT( b
?7200 If. = (AQ_*¥1B-¥QB*XI_I/L.
27?00 IF |IL.LT,L. oI,k. TCouT.I,| G( Tb L'
27_dO J I = O
_1500 CJLIU 7
?7600 d CJt.TltaUE
27100 !Od bdNT INUE




28200 C IF JI 13 ZERUt TllEfiTfieLANUIDAIE PblNT DID NOI PASS T,[ AeUVE
28]U0 L TESTS {JF.hi. POIt_T WAS FUUNO. IF tIFLAG IS NET ZEl_u, THEN A
284UU C POlt,{ GN THE dGU/40ARY hAS FOUNt)2B500 C
28600 IF |JI,Ed,U; GbTb lO
28700 If (B_LAJ; 15U,I(.O,4
28800 ¢
28900 L
29000 C THE TRIANuULAIEU POll_T 15 fiUISIDL THE UbUNUAH¥, ESIAOLISH InG
2{)I00 C NEn bJOtSt A NEW BOUNDARY PGINT A&D dELETE (.NE PlaINT F.',OM29200 C JUTZ>I,JE TtlE BOUNDARY,
29300 C
29_00 C
29500 16U EIL_'I,IJ = MINOIP(JII,dIKI|;
29600 EIL*I.2) = MAXOIPIJIIeBIKI;I
29700 LILI-2pl) = MINOIPIJI)t61K2IJ
29800 EIL,2,2} = MAXOIPIJ1)tBIK2))
29_00 KT = O
30000 L = L.2
_OtO0 M = H.I
30200 TIHpI} = MI_:OIPIJIIpI_(KIItBIK2))
?0300 T(M,2J - MIUDLEIP(JIJ,tS|.'c,I),U{K2)|
30_00 T(Mw3} = MAXOIPIJII.ttIKI},bIK2))
I F  ( h l . c . . t . I  G L T L  140 
K 9  r, 
AP: = t . l + l  
!4 1 B t n r + l )  = t!(KHJ 
E.4 = K M - 1  
I t  LKH.GE.KP1) iL11: 147 
'-.J b i ~ l t l )  2 P i J l l  
I'. = 6.; 
J = J-! 
It ( J l * b l e J )  GbT!, 1U 
JU ! 4 4  J L ~ . ~ T = J L , J  
1-4 P(JLIu1)  = P ( J i N T + l )  
uLT J l u  
C 
C 
C I S )  
I: T t i t  THIAhtiULATEO P O I h T  I S  T H E  N E X T  P O I N T  UN T H E  JdUNdAHI*  
C t S T A d ~ 1 S t - i  uNL NEh EDGE (FROM d ( K 1 )  TO B I K ~ J J o  uht NEa 
C 1RIA:iGLt tf-hON 8 4 K l J  T O  B ( K 2 )  10 8 l K 3 ) ) e  AN0 3 E L t i E  L'ht P U L N T  
r FRCN TltL 8uUNDAfiY l l l l K 2 1  I. 
C 
C 
L. E [ L + l , l  1 = MINO(B(U3 J r B l K l J  J 
E ( ~ * 1 , 2 )  = H A X O I O ( K 3 J t B ( K l ) )  
flh = U 
I< Kru 1  0 
KT = 0 
L = L +  ! 
n=&- 1 
H = M + :  
l l u t l r  - M l h d l b ~ b l ) e ~ ( K 2 J r B ( ~ 3 ) )  
l ( ' 1 , Z J  = H l D I ) L L ( 6 i f ~ 1  Jeb(KL)e i ! l r .R1  J 
I ( ' - I ~ ! j  = M / . A J ( L ) ~ K ! J ~ ~ ~ C . ~ J , C ( F ~ I )  
I f  1 r u . ! . ~ I . k )  bLTL 1 5 5  
dU 1 5 :  r.CtiTsK2,K 
! 3 1  L ( K L : * I )  = i ( & L t , T * i J  
' 5 5  1.- (&.la s... : 1 K i z h i - 1  
G t i l ~  I J  
C 
C ( kJ  
C I t i L  1 ~ l ~ ~ N u ~ L 4 1 E ~  P L I E ~ T  1 5  THE P h E V I u U S  P',ItaT th  T ! i t  BuuIuL:ARY. 
C : ~ T A ~ L I - H  A ~ , L I (  LOGE (FHCM e ( h 0 )  TI; b ( 1 ( 2 ) I 1  CNE h h  T k l A h G ~ f  
t ( F C , , c l  b ( h ~ J  Tb D ( K ~ )  TC i j ( r ( 2 )  J v Ahd O E L t T E  LNE P ~ l h l  FkOH THE 
C D I I J I , J A ~ V  ( Y l K l I J  
C 
! 50 t ( L t !  11) = H l t d b l  t i K O )  , B l K Z J  J  
E ( L t 1  # ? J  = H A ~ u l b ( K O l r b L K 2 J 1  
KK = d 
K C 4 1  = 0 
K T  = 0 
L  = L + l  
K  = K - 1  
H = r4+1 
l ( H # 1  I = P I ~ I u I U ( K O ) , C ( K L )  n B l K 2 ) J  
T ( H , L I  = M ~ ~ D L E ( B ( K O ) ~ B L K ! ~ I ~ : ~ K ~ J  1 
T l H I 3 )  = M k X O l d [ K d J r B ( K l ) r O ( K 2 ~ )  
I F  lK1o;T.h) CLTL L57 
00 1 5 U  K C N T a K l e K  
!5d B l r ( t h T 1  b I K C l t T * L J  
1 5 7  K l  = &A-1 
I F  DAl.LTe! l K l z K  
t 
C 
C I T )  
C I F  In i f . !  ARE AtcV P C I N T S  F.EMAltr I t ;G GUTSIL'L The ~ U U N D A ~ Y I  THEN 
C r l t P t A l  lil:. PhOCtUUHE FGR THE NEXT EDGE. 
C 
C 
! d  1k I J . b 1 . 3 , A t t u . ~ l  .hE.O) G0Tb li 
1 6  : J . b 1 # 2 )  J C I G  11 
r 
C 
f .  
- 138 r # n )  
C ALL PuIhTC, . :AVL PLEt,  THIAN;LLAILD. CH€CI( lhAl ALL ouUh3Ak.Y 
( '  ~ 3 ~ ~ 5  F L ~ M  C L I ' . ~  AVE PULYCUlr. 
r 
C ( X I  
C THE THIAN(;ULAT l b h  I S  COMPLETE AND HAS liEEN CHECKEi) FLU A 
C LLIrUCAJL BOUhDARY. EtOh l C  LNT l F V  THE BOUNDARY E36ES.  
Z Z  I F  I k ~ . L l . r )  GGTG 2 1  
2 3 ~ i ) t * l  l f r  
4. 
L 
C L Y )  
(. f I ~ ~ L L L Y ,  E S T A P L I S H  T H t  1 ~ . 3 1 ~ 1  5 Gk ADJACEtsT  EUSES kbH E A C H  
I L D u L  I t r  l t i i  Tg I A h G U L A T  lljtl. L A W  BOUNOARY E D G E  M I L L  H A V E  Th0 
r A O J A L L ~ ~ I  t l ) G t S  - E A C H  I I J T E R I O P  EOGE WILL H A V E  FUUtt* 
r 
30 ! 9 0  bL =!,4 
DU 190 L C h l = l , L  
:9u T E I L C ~ , T , L L I  = 5 
DC !91 & h l = l r H  
:)G 192 i L = l * L  
I F  ( E ~ L L  ~ l ) * L G e T l H C t ! T n l ) * A N U o E ( L L ~ 2 ~ e E Q * I ( H C N T Z J  L laLL 
I F  I C I L L , ~ ~ , ~ Q . T ( H C N T , ~ J . A : J U . E ( L L , ~ J . E O . T ( H C ~ J T , ~ J J  C Z = L L  
1F  ( t ( L ~ , l  I . E u . l l H C h T , l J 0  A ' i O * E ( L L , Z  J 8 E G 8 1 [ n C N T s 3  1 L3=LL 
1 4 2  CON1 l r i U t  
L A Y B O A  = O 
IF ( T G l L L , l J * h E . O J  C A M B D A ~ ?  
T E L L 1  , L A H B D A + l J  = L2 
T E I L I , L A ~ ~ B ~ A + ~ J  = L 3  
L A H b O A  = 0 
IF ( T E l L L , !  J.NE.0) LAHBOAm2 
T E l L Z , b A H O O A + l )  = L1  
T E I L L  , L A Y B d A * 2 J  = L3  
LAI(BOA = 0 
I F  ( T E ( 1 . 2 ~ 1 J o N t e 0 J  LARbUA = 2 
T E ( l 3 ~ L A H B f ' ~ A + l )  = L l  
l E ( ~ 3  a L A H 6 U A + 2 )  = L2 
! C Q N I  I N U E  
C 
P E I J . ' ~  
LhJ 
"IDL)L' zSt !|I051_0 J9:}_;5'.-
1_t) FUNf.,T If, t, M|UL)LL||tJ_t_|
2GO C
300 C
€C0 (. Irllb i'-d_.ClibN $UE.PRGGFA/_ 1._ USEJ BY THE TR|ANGULAIIUh ALGOR|THM
riCO e IU F l_u THL MIDDLE VALUE OF THE THREE INIEGEK AK_UHENIS |THE
6(,0 ( VALUL WrtlZfl |S f,EITHEE A MINIMUM OR A NAXIHUH|. lm ,J AND K ARE
700 C A/",E A_S,JMcU TL, UE UISCRETE VALUES WITH NO TWO EWJAL,
800 £
900 C
!000 IF IJ,LI, ioANU, I,LI,K) C,OTb LO0
]100 IF IK.LI'.I.Ar_O.I.LT.J) GUTb XOO
1200 IF I I,LT,J,ANU, J,LT,KI G[JT_ 200
l-_jO IF iI_,I.T,J,AI_u,J°LT,|] GLTG 200
'.600 MI3JLE = K
}_dO KETJ_,N
Ib_.(_ IOd MIJJLI- = l
!700 KETdRN






!00 FUNL,TI{.;_ r)LLYX2 IZ,XtY,_,.JPGkRtJP_,_RtNCOEFI
?00
_.00 C P:LYX2 _ Tti[ PbLYNGM|AL EVALU,_TICN FUNCTIbN USE',,) vlH[N ThE
_00 £ 3M_GTHI,,_a _PTlbh hAS BEEhl INVOKED. X ANU ¥ LISTS AKL THE
_00 C iCNO_ VALUE_ OF IHE INDEPENUENT VARIABLES. C IS lt_E LIST Of
70U C _UEFFI[.IENTS FOl< EACH TEEN, IPOWR AND JPO_R ARE TrlL _XPfahEhT$
8(_0 (. F_r¢ EACtt TERM Aid: N IS THE NUMBER OF TERMS IN TIlE POLYNOMIAL.
9GO C L IS AN _FFSLT TJkM kHEN EVALUATING FOR A CUNSTAt_T X VALUE.
1.000 C
llGO C
1-700 U['4L N_|GN 1POWR|2._1 t JPOkRI231 tC123 i
_300 C
! _00
1500 PULYX2 = d.O
1600 DO lZO II=ItNC_EF :_'
1700 POLYX; = PLLYX2 . IIX,_4, lPOkV, lI[II 4, IY_,JPONRIIIIII • ClilI
1800 120 (,ON[ INUE
',.qOO POLYX2 = L - PLLYX2 ....
2000 RET',JRN
? ! 00 END
( r  i C + +  ? O r ?  l / d 5 / & \ r  ~ 9 : ? i : 1 7  
: I d  § L ! ~ P . J J I S  r! C t t b ~ t l K  ( 2ZLROr~ELZ,LHiIcrLPlAXm ZLMEnJ 
0 C 
= I - _ _ - _----_-___----_--------_------  ------ --------------------- 
'900 C LUFUIU~JY o A Z t  YALUt C H t L K I h o  FGUTIk t  
500 C 4 * * ** * ' 
630 C 
100 C T H I  S SUCkl:crTiNt S H I F T S  T H E  b A S t  VALUE (ZLEROJ c l N l I L  I 1  EALLS 
900 C n I l r i l ~  Itrt Hlhut CF UATA FCF T h I S  i3NTOc)R (1.r. B tTaEEk Z H I h  
900 C AN3 LHAX). THE S H i f  TED VALUk (THE NEW STARTIhG BASc VALUE) 1s 
1000 6 RETJP?ILd TL. CALLER k 5  ZLIYEh. THE JSER SHIFT IWRLMENT LOHES 
1!OC C l N I J  LbVCtir. AS i)kLL FCH 2 CCIVTDUkS. 
SZOO C 
0.300 C AAa9HLNTS - 
1400 C L Z t k t  = oA SL VALUE I NPuT 1 
C dELL = INCREMENT VALUE ( I N P U T )  
1600 c inltd,.!nnx = PANGE GF L ~ A I A  ( I ~ P G T J  
! Y O a  C L Lkt n = NEW 6ASE VALUE* HAY OF J&Y NOT BE 
1800 C THE SANE AS ZZEKG (RETURN) 
'" 1900 C 
2000 6 
2108 5 - - - ------ ---- ------------------------------.---------------.-- 
2200 C 
?a00 C 
2400 I F  ( Z ~ ~ I ~ ~ * £ . U ~ L H A X )  GOT0 999 
2 500 LLN&ti = LZiRO 
2600 I F  tZM1 N-LE .ZLhEk oAE4DoZZhEk.LE.ZMAXJ ;OTC 999 
2 ?OO 2 I F  LLLN~W.L'~.LHAX) GOTO 1 
? 8Q:. LLtdEk L L ) u t *  + C E L L  
'900 I F  C i '41 : ( e l  C . LLh~tv .  AtrC.2 2 k t E ~  .I.€ . i M A X  GOTO 999 
3Q00 GOTL 2 
? 1 0 C .  '" 
? .'3Q 1 L L h t n  = LLtRU 
3 3t10 f F  i L i ~ , f n o L E . Z ~ i N )  GOTC 909 
4crO LLIvtb = L i ' l E n  - OELL 
15Qi IS ( / M / W . L t . I Z P I t ~ ~ A t r D . L L h t n . L E I Z H A X l  GOT0  999 
3500 ecdTC 4 
:7~:0 C 
18tJO 994 BET Jkti 
3 , tJ  
.'; 
.-4 
_. . I ._  












l_.lERr_,$_ 11105/80. 09 :,_].:2'_
!0C SUoF_L,dTiiff IhTtr_P |XtYIUtNeZCOhtLEDGEStIEtISI_PTeLAMc_JAtAIt
200 * ETA mJl£e ! PS_Rt JP_mP. INCL_EF)
?_ 0 C --
_O0 C
50G C SUdFLUuTI_tE INTEfiP IS GIVEN A CLNSTANT U VALUE |l_l_aUI FbR IdHICH
600 C THE LOhTOUg. LIthE IS TG bE URAHN. CHECK ALL GIVEN TglANbLE EDGESt
700 C IAKKAY iL) AND CHECK THE VALUES OF U AT Tile ENOPOINTS.
800 C INTERP[.;LATE FOR ALL POSSIBLE VALUES ON THE TRIANGLE EOGCSo
! 900 .C IF ISHLPT = _t THEN USE A LINEAR INTERPOLATIr._ie IF ISHUPT NOT gEkO1000 C THEN _VALUATE FUR A NON-LINEAR SURFACE USING THE COEFFICIENTS
11,00 C Fi_0M SMSKF AND FUNCTICN SUBEGOTINE POLYX.
1200 C
1.300 C XtY,U = UEPENbENT ANU INDEPENDENT VALUES FOR
1600 C THE ItELATIGh U=FIXeY| IINPUT)
_5OO C _t.Ut., - CONSTANT VALoE OF Z FOR mHICH INTEgP_LATION
16o0 1" IS REQUIRED |INPUT)
!?00 C LEUgiE3 = ,_tO. C.F EDGES IN THE TRIANGULATION IINPUT)
1800 C IE : E_GE ENOPOINT INDICES FROM TRIANGULATION |INPUT|
o- 1900 C I_MUPT - SMCCTHING OPTION FLAGt OsCFF0 g"ONt I|NPUTI
2000 C LAMbDA ; INDEX OF EDGES FOR INTERPOLATED POINTS (RETURN)
2_00 C XI = LIST OF X-COORDINATES OF INTERPOLATED POINTS
2200 C ETA = LIST OF V-COORDINATES OF INTERPOLATED POINTS
2300 C d - NUMBER OF VALUES IN Xlt ETA LISTS
_600 C |Xlt ETA AND J ARE RETURNED)
7500 C G = LI$| OF COEFFICIENTS OF EACH TERN OF THE EQUATION.
26C0 C IPUnRjJPUNR AgE THE LIST OF EXPONENTS FOR EACH TERM (aF
27_G C THE P_LYP_CHIAL jsrD TO SMI3OTH THE DATA ||NPUT|,
f_J 2BbO C NCOLV ; NUM_i-F. OF TERMS IN THE P_LVN!_MIAL
_q O0 C iIPLeReJPCkV_Ct AND NCOEF AgE INPUT)
'_ 3003 C




_ -:: _500 .OLMEhSIUt; XIN_,Y|NI,U_r,.)
-. - "_0 O_.HEN_I-i iE_.!696|2),XI{I,,_36)_FTAKI_'_._|,LAMBOAI16_|
" 370.0 O.l._L,_.',_r, i Poh,_ g2: } , JPtSv.P.12 3 | ,el 23 |
c .... 3_00 C
..... -_- ...............
| _.I'F R_'_$) 1!/JS/_0 ,)9 : _l -.,,.
3900 C
4300 IF iN,.LEr. LI.II l$,vCPT=O
, l'lO0 J • 3
4 ?00 £
4300 u_, _. LCNT =_- .LEUGES
4_.00
test0 C IA}
_6C0 C DETER,q|:_,E XeY. Z FL;R THE ENf)PGINIS OF THE NEETEOGE GRDER 1"HEM700
&8GO 11 = IEILCNT.I}
_QO0 12 = IEiLCNT.2}
5000 X! " XiIl}
5100 XZ = XII2}
5200 Yl = Villi
5300 Y@ = Vii2}
5_00 _Jl -- dilL}
_.+1(;3 U2 = O1121
.. _. 5600 C
.. " 5YOu .C iiSl
F.+j C FUNLTIU:. VAL_,+S [wUAL AT E?4UP_INTS G_
59G¢) C C,ON._TANI ZC Nt. t bETMEEN THEM?
....... _ ._00 C " *
6+00 IF IU1.Ekl.OZ} GC_TC l
_:?00 IF (UI,LI,_.2} GGIG 100
e'_00 TEMP • U2
i++O0 o2 = UI
_50 dE = TENP
€_--r'o TE_P = X?
• _.700 X2 = Xl
i _-800 xI = r£Nv,+",, _oOO rEMP = Y2
! ! "t _nO Y2 = V_.
1 )!-90 Yl -: TEM_
I 770_ 1._0 ==F (ZC_N.LI.u_-._Fo_,,.LreZc(jt_| _,¢,T_ I
730(; l.iE: i+U2._.,,,...Cta:+I _) = !,O0000l • L_GNi 7t, O0 . •,1 ... t 1= j_,
t P5uO ,-
i ."t_.-J,_, t _ )
]',,[Fr_ -.t._11105/80 .i9:.:,I'24
?7_,J f dk$ dATA 5EE_ SMCCTHE_? • •
7_L0 C IF ;_t.,Tt _oTL SE_.TICN E ISTATE_EhT LABEL lOl|
7q0o
_GJO [F I ISHbPT.E..._,) GL.1L; lOl
_lOO C
8230 (" (D,F |
8300 C N_N-LINEA_ INTEEPOLATICN IS RElaUIREO
_, 8_00 C ._h T_[5 EDGE UVEF THE L-SURFALE
I 8gO0 C
._6G_} F1 = PLLYX2 |ZCILF_eAItYIoCtl PI_nEtJPt_klzINf_UEF|
_700 C
8.qO0 DO 22U K=I,IJ
I 8_00 Xl_ = IXl+X2!*0.5oO00 YN = 1Y!.¥21"0.5
._!. _t_0 FI_. = P.bLYX;_ (ZCONtXh,Vt.,CtIPC,_t .JPUkReNCOEF)
_! qZO0 IF ,FN.E..tJ.| GGTO 132F • ?_0 IF IFN.LT.0..AND.FI.LT.O.) 36TG 2_-5
_ _UO IF (FN.GT.u..ArtO. F1.GT.O.) GOTO 235
:- 9500 X2 = X_
9500 Y2 = YN
9700 GO_ 220
I _800 ;_35 XE = Xh
9900 YI • Yt_
I00_0 _ CONTINUE[
, 10_00 ?3:Z xllJ.! = lxl.X2l_0.5[ :_?,. 9 ETAIJ) _ IYI.YZ}=O.5
' :-_00 _T_; 2UO
.u_O C
t _'r,O3 C
l,, _00 C IE,F/
i ':G'O_ e LI_EA, INTE_PCLATX_N IS PE_UIF.EJ
I_._0C C F[;E. Trzi_ EDGE L,VEP. THE L-SUFFAC-
_ lt,_ IJ_. i"-= {O_-_LO_;III_a2-UI)f
.... G T2 = IZCoN-UII/IU2-UI)
'__u .'..lI J i = [ 1*/,1.12"X2
" "_00 LTA/JJ= 11*YI.TZsY_
I_0 _U.U L.A'461)AIJ,) = Lc.r,.T
'!
l _, TEl.!_ ,,,5 ,_[1_1,::10 ,,..,+: :I:2 +'+,
+ t !+00 : it+tiT INUB
+ tl++O _E l+At,
• 1 '90 _:_,..,,
t
_".T(J.,-)$tl!tO_/80 d9:3l:t,t




500 C A SET oF J INTEkPULATED POll.IS FOR Z=ZCGN IEIII|tEIAII| ON EDGE
600 C LAHI_DAII) FOR l=l,J), THE CCNTOUR LINES MUST NOb lie DRAkN. THERE
70_a C HAY BE SEVERAL LINES_ EITHER OPEN uR CLOSED CONTOURS. THIS
800 C ALG_RITH= HILL USE THE TRIANGULATION RELATIuNSHIPS TO SORT GUT
900 C EACH LINE IN URUcR. AS LACH CL,NTOdR LINE IS ES1rABLISrtEUt USER
1000 C SUPPLIED P_OGRAM CNTCRV IS CALLED TO OUTPUT IT TO THE GRAPHICS




_500 C ARGUMENI_ |ALL ARE INPUT$I-
1600 t_ LCOh : _ohSTANT vALUE GF Z UNUER CONSIDERATIUN
1700 C XliJ| =AkRAY 01- X COOROIANTES OF INTERPULAlrED POINTS
1800 C ETAIJ; = ARRAY _F Y COGRDIANTES OF INTERPULATEU POIN1rS
;guo C LANBLIA|d; = ARRAY OF ELSE NUMI_ERS FOE J-TH INTERPOLA1rEO POINT
2300 C J = NUMBER {3F POINTS IN THE LIST OF INTEgPOLA1rEO POINTS
2_00 C IB£ = THE LIST OF BOUNDARY EDGES TAKEN FROH THE TRIANGULATI_
_00 C tTE = LINKED LIST OF INDICES GF AOdACEN1r EDGES PROVIOEO
?300 C _Y THE TRIANGULATI{_ PROCEDURE°
2400 C
2500 C
2bOn C ....................................... -- -
? ?00 C
2 80 o C
.qO,.._" lJIMEN._I..,,'I X! 116961, EIAII694I_LAMUUA|I694I,IBEII494JeAXII**94j,





)500 C IhI.TI,iLI/L LbCAL ¢I_:IA_LES
._uO C
_700 .I_- {J._zd,O} g.tIUi.,.;_





410L (" :)EAFCn I|:: L|_[ _f tUGES FuF A 60UKDARY _ubE IOEIiI=II
t.?O0 C
4300 1 Jl = Jl*l
4400 L1 = LAfiBDA!J!)
4500 IF II_E|LII.EG.!I GL:lrfJ 2
4600 IF {JI.LT°J) GC_Tf_!
_,700 Gl..]T[.,! l 1
4800 C SEA_,CN Fui_ A BLsUNDAP,¥EUGE ANO PuT 11.AT ThE TOP OF THE LEST.
4qO0 C
SO00 C IO)
5s.00 C PUT TriIS INTERPULAIED PlaINT AT THE TOP GF Tote
5?00 C E IS1 FOE THIS CONTOURt SET Jl
5300 C
5400 2 IF IJ!.E_.J] GCTO _-
5500 Xl|J.ll = xllJll I
5600 ETAiJ.I | = ETAIJI )
5700 LANBI)A I J. }.1 = LAIqBDA(J]LI
5800 DO 10! JCNT = JltJ
5900 XIIJCNTi = XI| JCNT.I|
6000 ETAI JCNT| = ETAI JCNT.I|
6100 101 LAN_DA|JCNI) : LANBUAIJCNT.XI
6200 C
6300 C IEI
6400 C SEAi_Crt Tile RENAINING POINTS FOR AN ADJACENT I(;ORHONI EDGE
65U0 C
660(3 3 JXBIG = J
6700 LCt, T = kl
t_,_O0 _ JI_IG ; J1_16-1
6900 Jl " ,,
7000 '_ JX = J1.1
7tO0 _1 = LAHoU_ I JXI
?_00 D_ ],02 1=1._"
7300 IF IL_.€..;.['fEIL_NT:,])| GGTG 4
7400 %02 CQNTINUE
-7_00 C I F I
"r_OL_ C ERK:'_- T_LF_ IS NG NEXT PO[NT,
£_TCUh_$sllIO5180 d9:31:_




8100 C PUT TdI5 POINT AT THE TOP OF THE
8200 C LIST. _.ONTINUE IF ITS NI3T A BOUNDARY EUGE.
8300 C
8z_O0 4 XllJ.lJ = xllJl|
8500 ETAIJ*I; = ETA(J1)
8600 LAMBOAIJ.I| : LAMBDAIJI]
8700 DO 103 JLNT =JlmJ
PSO0 X|lJChl ) = xI|JCNT.|)
8qO0 ETAI J(,HT) = ETAI JChT+] ]
9000 103 LA_.i_DA{JCNT) = LAHbOA(JCNT.II
Q'O0 LCNT = Lt
_200 IF (IBE|LIJ.NE.I| GKJTKab
9 _-_OO C
9#00. C IN|
9500 C DRAN THE OPEN COhTbUR LINE IHR_JGH THE POINTS
"* 9500 C X[ {JL)tETAIJL| ...... X[ IJl.ll tETA(JI.I | ...... XIIJ|,ETA|JI ._
gTO0 C THEN RESET J AND CONTINUE
_800 C
9_00 ¢
, 10000. _ .N.
lO|O0 NPbINT = J-JXB[G+I




10600 _00 ,t=J.1BIu - ]
_,0700 (
I0800 C ! I I
" %0_00 f. AR_. TttEFL AhY MORE POINTS ELF.T? • .
1!0_)0 C
1!]00 [F |JI BO0,800_,lO
I 1_00 C
L! _uO C
l!4,U0 C (J |
*. ._ .
I
11500 C rIOn L)KA_ INIEKNAL LINrS ICLUSED CONTOURS TttA! DO NOT _TART
]1600 C 3R STJP AT BOUNDAP¥ EDGES|, THE POINT AT JISIG=J IN
tl700 C THE LIST !_ CHCSEE, TO START THf. CCNTOUP
', 1-800 C • .,
_.1900 I! JIUlG = J+l
12000 LCNT = LAMEOAIJI
12',00 C •
IZ200 C (KoH_PI
12300 C FIND THE NEXT PtalNT F_R THIS CONTOUR ION AI_ EDGE NITH A COqNON
; 12_PO0 C END POIET). PU1 IT AT THE TOP OF THE LISTo AND REPEA| UNTIL
i _2500 C NU MORE COMHON EDGES REMAIN FOR THIS LINE12600 C
' 12700 16 JIBIG = Jl_l_-I
t 12800 Jl = 0
, 12900 IF |JIBIGoGT.J) Jl=l
!3000 15 Jl = JI+L
i_100 LI = LANSDAIJII
13200 DO 104 1=1,,_
13300 IF {LI.EQ. ITEILL, NT,|Jj GOTO 14_].3_O0 10_ CONTINUE
_3500 IF /J1.LT.JIBIG_ GGTG IS
13600 C !LI
I3TO0 C OTHERklISE, NO ADJACENT EDGE ulAS FOUND. -.
13800 C THIS CONTOUR LINE IS COMPLETED GO DRAb IT.!3900 GOTO 17
_4000 C
_4100 l_ Xl|JelI = XllJll
1_200 ETAIJ.II = ETAIJ!I
14300 L_ISDAIJtl} = LANBDAIJI,I
14'_00 00 105 JCN; s dl.J
t_,500 XiIJCNT) = XIIJCNT.[I
I_6GG ETAIJCNT| = ETAIJCNT+II
_70_; I0_ LAt'it_Ok(j_flTl : LAMBLAIJCNI'.!_
-.;.,_.90C. -.IF _JIBIG,,NE,I} GGT_ 16
_" . i; • .
•5._(;_0 C
|' 5300 C I01
_4G0 C _)RA_ TH'.. CLOSED CONTOUR LINEr THE INTERPGLATEO LINE THROUGH





!6000 11 JJ = JLOIG
" [_!O0 IF {JIoI3,_.E.I} JJ = J1BIG.I
!6200 KNT = 0
i6300 00 510 K_ = JJ,J i
!6400 KNT = KNi'.I
lbSOO XX{KNT) = XI|KK)
t-6600 YYIKNT) : ETA(I_K|
1._:700 510 CONT INUE
16800 XX(KNT4"I) : XX(l)
16900 YYIKNT.I) : YYlI|
17000 NPOINT = KhT+I





_7600 C RESET J,, ESTABLISH THE NEXT CONTOUR LINE FOR REMAIN|ME POINTS
_.-7700 C 3R _/UIT THE PRGCEDURE IF NO MORE POINTS REMAIN.
17800 C
17900 J = JLUI'3 - 1 ,;-
'3000 IF (J) _OO,800_I1
13_,0C 800 RE [URrt
l _ 200 END
i
i
!


